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Abstract

Quantum materials are a class of systems that host low energy emergent properties due
to the strong correlations between the lattice, charge, spin and orbital degrees of freedom.
In recent years, this classification has encompassed the world of strongly correlated
materials, like high-temperature superconductors and Mott-Hubbard insulators, and
the topological states of matter, like Dirac/Weyl semimetals and topological insulators.
This doctoral thesis discusses the study of the optical characterization of novel quantum
materials, with a special focus on the terahertz (THz) spectral range, where low energy
emergent features arise as a consequence of strong electronic correlations, symmetry
breaking and/or topological transitions. The low energy photons associated to THz
radiation grant an easy access to the quasiparticles occupying the low energy modes
of quantum materials. The recent progress in the generation and detection of THz
radiation have enabled the production of ultrashort pulses at the picosecond scale and
their exploitation in time-domain spectroscopy measurements, like pump-probe and
nonlinear spectroscopy, from which it is possible to study the out-of-equilibrium dynamics
of electrons and dipole-coupled low energy states, along with the appearance of nonlinear
responses at the presence of high external electric fields. This thesis shows that quantum
materials can host a plethora of THz-related responses which can be tuned in terms of
their thickness, temperature and external drivings, like the perturbation associated to
an ultrashort optical pulse. It addresses the optical and THz study of novel magnetic
quantum materials like Co2MnGa, a magnetic nodel line semimetal, MnBi2Te4, the first
intrinsic magnetic topological insulator discovered, and CrI3, a layered ferromagnetic
insulator with research interests ranging from spintronics to topological Majorana modes.
In particular, the interplay between the magnetic, electronic and phononic states is
addressed through linear and nonlinear spectroscopy, along with the direct sampling of
the topological features by optical means. As a final purpose, this thesis also reports
the novel findings for the direct optical sampling of the superconductive gap in the
Sr-doped nickelate NdNiO2, a strain-induced superconductor. The results show how
the electrodynamic properties of this material are quantitatively different from the ones
found in cuprate superconductors, sharing a similar infinite layer structural phase.
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Introduction

In the condensed matter physics playground, the term quantum materials (QM) has
found its place as a way to classify states of matter that cannot be described in terms
of the low-lying level quantum mechanical theories, like the Fermi gas or the Landau
liquid. On a microscopic level, these materials are intrinsically complex due to the
strong correlations between the lattice, charge, spin and orbital degrees of freedom. The
resulting phases of matter can thus be linked to the concept of emergence, describing the
appearance of low energy features as a consequence of the strong correlations, instead of
a direct reductionist interpretation in terms of the single parts composing the material.
From a historical point of view, the quantum materials label has encompassed the
formerly known strongly correlated materials, like the high-temperature superconductors
or the more general Slater and Mott-Hubbard insulators. However, since the discovery
of the quantum Hall effect (QHE) in the 1980s1, the new class of topological materials,
whose electronic properties are related to the topological features of the band structure,
has also found its place in the QM classification. Topological insulators, Dirac/Weyl
semimetals and low-dimensional materials like graphene all find their place in the QM
class.

As highlighted by the Nobel laureate Philip W. Anderson in its seminal paper ”More
is Different”2, the concept of symmetry breaking is the core behind the variety of
phenomena that appear in the condensed matter physics research branch. Different
degrees of complexity can thus be created, ranging from perfectly ordered systems to
chaotic ones, where no discernible order parameter can be identified as a consequence of
the high complexity degree. The taste for these latter emergent properties coincided
with the discovery of the topological states of matter, starting from the most trivial
quantum Hall effect based on the quantization of Landau levels. Around the same time,
a more clear picture was developed by Thouless, Kohmoto, Nightingale and den Nijs
(TKNN)3, highlighting the relation of the electronic features to the nontrivial topological
properties (Chern numbers or TKNN integers) of the Bloch states of an electron in a
crystal. A few years later, Haldane gave an example of how the integer quantum Hall
effect could arise in a simple model of a crystal with zero magnetic fields4. The work
of Haldane and Thouless was recognized by the 2016 Nobel prize in physics since it
turned out to be crucial for many of the more recent developments of this area. The
newfound quantum Hall state is fundamentally different from Landau’s spontaneous
symmetry breaking phases, like crystallization, magnetism, or superconductivity. In
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the case of topological phases, the transition does not break any symmetry and the
phases are not associated with any local order parameter. In the past years, the most
active research in the topological properties of condensed systems has revolved around
topological insulators. However, intermediate phases between them and the normal
insulators also show new topological features, characterized by the appearance of a
semimetallic state, known as a Weyl/Dirac state5,6. The quasiparticles describing this
emergent phase are known as Dirac or Weyl electrons since they can be described by
the homonym relativistic quantum equations7,8.

The whole topological nature of matter can be described in terms of the geometric
properties of the single electron’s wavefunction, from which concepts like the Berry
phase or the Berry connection arise9. In other words, these properties arise from the
way the wavefunctions get entangled inside the material. The simple thought about
entanglement in a solid is mind-boggling since in a single chunk of metal we have ∼ 1023

electrons. Even by taking in mind only the electrons at the Fermi surface, the ones
that support the transport properties, the number is still enormous. These processes
transcribe into remarkably robust properties of the topological phases, like the protection
against back-scattering of the topological insulator surface states, supported by the
time-reversal symmetry conservation, or the protection of the Weyl band structures
against the formation of an energy gap. The combination of these topological states
with further electronic correlations permits the production of the most intriguing phases
of matter yet to be fully characterized, like topological superconductors or spin liquid
phases, predicted to host fractionalized excitations in terms of spinons and Majorana
quasiparticles10,11.

To achieve quantum control of this new physics by electrical and optical means,
more studies are necessary, especially in the low frequency and nonlinear regime. Due
to the low energy nature of emergent phenomena, the terahertz, or far-infrared, region
of the electromagnetic spectrum (typically referred to as the frequencies between 100
GHz and 30 THz) is of critical importance in the spectroscopy of condensed matter
systems. Many of the electronic properties of semiconductors and metals are greatly
influenced by bound states whose energies are resonant with terahertz photons. For
the case of quantum materials, this is true especially for the linear and nonlinear
conductivity behavior of the emergent phases, which contains the information on the
fundamental processes behind the quasiparticles transport. Despite its importance,
terahertz spectroscopy developments have been hindered by the lack of suitable tools.
However, recent technological innovations in photonics and nanotechnology are now
enabling THz research to be applied in many more sectors, like communications and
medical sciences12. Indeed, terahertz radiation can well penetrate many materials such
as paper, plastics, textiles and foams. This has lead to imaging applications in areas like
non-destructive industrial quality checks. However, in the context of condensed matter
physics, the most useful application of THz is for spectroscopic applications. A milestone
in this path has been the development of THz time-domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS)13,
supported by the fundamental research in the generation and detection of THz waves by
nonlinear optical effects, such as the creation of ultrafast photocurrents in semiconductors
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or the optical rectification in organic and inorganic nonlinear crystals14. Gas is also
one of the most promising and convenient nonlinear mediums for the generation of
broadband pulsed terahertz radiation, with the highest generation efficiency in the case
of high intensity, dual-frequency femtosecond laser pulses, focused to create an air plasma
filament from which a broadband THz signal is emitted15.

Outline of Thesis

The goal of this thesis is to address the low energy electrodynamics of novel quantum
materials through spectroscopic means. In particular, it revolves around the study of
four compounds of major interest in the modern solid state research.

In Chapter §1 of this work, the physics behind the classification of quantum materials
is highlighted, with a focus on topological materials and the theoretical concepts used to
model them.

Chapter §2 is dedicated to the production of THz radiation short pulses and its
time-domain detection, highlighting the most modern experimental techniques and their
application for the characterization of quantum materials. The chapter also contains the
description of the experimental optical setups used in this thesis.

Part I focuses on the optical characterization of three magnetic quantum materials:
Co2MnGa (§3), a nodal/Weyl topological semimetal, MnBi2Te4 (§4), a magnetic topo-
logical/axion insulator, and CrI3 (§5) a Van der Waals layered ferromagnet which has
been predicted to host spin liquid phase features due to its high correlations between the
lattice, electronic and magnetic degrees of freedom. It highlights the linear light-matter
interaction for the three materials by studying their transmittance and reflectance of
light across a broadband spectrum, from THz to Visible. The former two topological
systems are studied in a thin film geometry, while the latter in a single-crystal one. For
Co2MnGa, THz emission spectroscopy is used to characterize the hidden topological
features, directly contributing to nonlinear processes like the production of photogalvanic
effects. Optical pump-THz probe measurements for the same samples are also reported,
highlighting the strong coupling of the charge carriers with the lattice through the
formation of polaronic states.

Chapter §6 reports the novel findings for the direct optical sampling of the supercon-
ductive gap in the nickelate Nd0.8Sr0.2NiO2 thin film, a strain-induced superconductor.
Reflectance spectroscopy results are reported, highlighting the electrodynamic properties
of this material and their comparison with cuprate superconductors, sharing a similar
infinite layer structural phase.
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1

Chapter 1

Quantum and Topological
Materials: an overview

In condensed matter, the main goal is to understand all the possible beautiful emergent
phenomena and states that can appear by putting electrons and atoms together. These
building blocks in the quantum world can form different states of matter, and one of the
greatest triumph of condensed matter physics in the last century is the classification of
these states by the principle of spontaneous symmetry breaking, meaning that the ground
state of the system doesn’t respect its intrinsic symmetry. The pattern of symmetry
breaking leads to an unique order parameter, which assumes a non-vanishing expectation
value only in the ordered state, and a general effective field theory can be formulated
based on it. This theory, known as Landau-Ginzburg theory, is determined by general
properties such as dimensionality and symmetry of the order parameter, and gives an
universal description of quantum states of matter. This chapter will present the novel
phases of matter characterizing the materials whose experimental study is the main goal
of this thesis. Topological semimetals and insulators will be introduced, along with the
quantum spin liquid phase and the phenomenology of high temperature superconductors.

The concept of symmetry breaking is the tool nature needs to increase the complexity
of a system. The lack of symmetries can be related to the appearance of new degrees
of freedom, the order parameters, thus rendering the material a bit more difficult to
describe in his new symmetry-broken phase. Moreover, Goldstone’s theorem dictates
the appearance of new collective excitations inside the material in the form of Nambu-
Goldstone bosons. For instance, phonons appear due to the breaking of Galilean and
continuous translational and rotational symmetry, while magnons due to the breaking
of the original rotational symmetry in magnets. A solid will thus have a multitude of
degrees of freedom, starting from the electronic charge and orbital ones, to which we add
the spin and the lattice collective excitations. These attributes, when coupled together,
determine the overall responses of the system to external stimuli, appearing in terms of
materials’ electrical, magnetic, optical, thermal, and mechanical properties. A response
that arise from such a complex network of interactions and diversity of the degrees of
freedom in fundamentally emergent, meaning that it cannot be described through a
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reductionist approach but, instead, needs to take in mind the material as a whole. This
new way to classify states of matter in terms of their emergent phases has been remarked
multiple times in seminal papers from eminent physicists like P. W. Anderson2 and R.
B. Laughlin and D. Pines16, with the latter suggesting a completely new point of view
of the phenomena appearing in condensed matter physics, introducing the concept of
quantum protectorate, meaning the idea that phases of matter can be described only by
an organization that arises on a different scale with respect to the one of the single atomic
components. Examples of quantum protectorate behavior can be steadily find in the
superconducting phase, where electrons behave collectively sharing an equal macroscopic
phase. The well known robustness to scattering of superconducting electrons emerges as
a result of this collective behavior. Indeed, effective field theories like the BCS theory
become the main theoretical tool to describe similar emergent phenomena, since they
can be applied to the specific energetic scale at which the phenomena of interest take
form. Emergent effects like superconductivity induce changes in the low energy structure
of matter, close to the Fermi level, while becoming invisible at higher energies (an
example is the breaking of superconducting pairs), the one needed to investigate the
single components of the supporting system.

The active research behind the quantum materials category is supported by the need
of controlling the emergent phenomena they host. These complex phases of matter are
usually found in transition metals (TM) compounds. This is due to the complexity of
the structures that can be composed using the d -orbitals filled with valence electrons.
The theory that describes their hybridization is the crystal field theory, with whom it is
possible to understand the splitting of the d -orbitals degeneracies into other electronic
configurations, depending on the coordination complex geometry. The generalization of
these orbitals to periodic lattices is obtained through the tight-binding theory. However,
when dealing with complex phases, an orbital description is not enough. For instance,
some materials that are predicted to be d -wave metallic by the tight-binding theory
are instead insulators. These stunning events are known as metal-insulator transitions
(MITs) and their origin is versatile, like simple band-gap closing, Anderson localization,
electron-lattice interactions or electron-electron interactions17. The latter process is
better known as the Mott transition 18. At a finite temperature, preferably around
and beyond room temperature for practical applications, the MIT can provide useful
functions like gigantic, ultrafast switching of versatile physical properties. Electrical
conductivity and other transport, magnetic and optical properties can all be affected
by the MIT. Due to the importance of these applications, the terminology ”Mottronics”
was coined to represent the concept of electron technology exploiting the Mott transition.
The most striking modern innovations regarding this field revolve around the use of
vanadium dioxide as a medium for modern transistors, thermal protection or optical
detectors. The study of the out-of-equilibrium properties of the MIT can also give
striking results for a better understanding of the strong correlations characterizing these
materials. For instance, high-temperature superconductors are Mott insulators in their
room temperature phase, meaning that studying their ”Mottness”19 would permit to
obtain insights about the mechanism behind the superconducting phase.
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Originally introduced to emphasize the exotic properties of unconventional supercon-
ductors, heavy-fermion systems, and multifunctional oxides, the definition of quantum
materials has morphed into a much broader container that also encompasses research on
topological properties, two-dimensional (2D) materials and driven quantum systems, as
shown in Fig. 1.1. These applications of these novel phases of matter range from spin-
tronics, due to the non-trivial magneto-electron responses, to thermal and electro-optical
devices20,21. These phenomena are easily highlighted in the topological materials family,
where the presence of a strong spin-orbit coupling leads to a complex interplay between
the orbital and spin degrees of freedom, coupling electric polarization and magnetism.

Figure 1.1: The picture shows various degrees of freedom of correlated electrons in
solids that can respond to external stimuli. These effects lead to emergent functions
depicted on top and to the development of related applications such as Mottronics,
magnetoelectrics, topological electronics, and quantum computing.
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1.1 Topological Materials

In 1980, a new quantum state was discovered, the quantum Hall (QH) state1, which
does not fit into the symmetry-breaking paradigm. In the QH state, a two-dimensional
sample is subjected to an external magnetic field and low temperatures, hosting Landau
levels as electronic quantum states and becoming insulating. However, an electric current
can be carried along the 1D edges of the sample. The flow of this unidirectional current
avoids dissipation and gives rise to a quantized Hall effect. Over the past 30 years, the
study of the quantum Hall effect has led to a different classification paradigm, based on
the notion of topological order. In mathematics, topological classification discards small
details and focuses on the fundamental distinction of shapes, like the impossibility to
smoothly transform a cup to a pretzel without applying a cut somewhere on the shape.
In physics, precisely quantized physical quantities such as the Hall conductance also
have a topological origin, meaning that they remain unchanged by smooth changes in
the sample, making them robust against perturbations and disorder.

A topological phase is a phase of matter whose low-energy field theory is a topological
field theory22. The term topological implies the existence of a bulk invariant that
differentiates between phases of matter having the same symmetry. The energy spectrum
alone, with or without boundaries (edge states), is insufficient to determine the full
topological character of a state of matter. In the bulk of an insulator, it is a known
fact that the topological structure is encoded in the eigenstates, rather than the energy
spectrum. As such, we can expect that entanglement, which depends only on the
eigenstates, can provide additional information about the topological nature of the
system.

The Berry phase (or geometrical phase) concept is the principal missing tool in the
original band theory description of solids, that permits to enhance it to a topological
version. The Berry phase has its origins in the phase arbitrariness that we get while
thinking about an orthonormal set of eigenstates for a Hamiltonian dependent upon
a number of parameters variable with time, like fields or strains (see appendix A). As
highlighted by the parallel-transport gauge (appendix A.1.2), one of the most important
applications of the Berry phase is the characterization of degenerate energy states. If the
denominator in Eq. A.3 is close to zero, this degeneracy will correspond to a monopole
in the parameter space of the Berry curvature. To further analyze this point, we consider
a general Hamiltonian H for a two-level system, parametrized by a parameter R, and
its two energy eigenvalues E±

H = ε(R)T2×2 + d(R) · σ E±(R) = ε(R)±
√

d · d (1.1)

where σ are the Pauli matrices and the offset term ε is negligible for the Berry phase
computation. Substituting d as |d|(sin θ cosφ, sin θ sinφ, cos θ) and taking d(R) = R,
we see that the Berry curvature takes the form of a monopole 1

2d/d3 of strength 1/2
for the - band, and +1/2 for the + band. If we integrate the Berry curvature over a
sphere containing the monopole, we get 2π, and hence the Berry curvature integrated
over a closed manifold is equal to 2π times the net number of monopoles (degeneracies)
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contained inside. This integer is known as the Chern number. When different from
zero, it is the source of the intrinsic anomalous Hall effect in solids. The Chern number
concept made its first appearance in the electronic structure in 1982, in the famous
TKNN paper about quantum Hall effect3.

One of the most important consequences of these topological properties is the
formation of edge modes strictly related to the bulk behavior of the band structure,
namely the bulk-edge correspondence 23, which is the reason why there can be moving
electrons contributing to the anomalous Hall effect in insulating systems. Qualitatively,
since we know that the Chern number is an integer that characterizes the phase of the
system, and since we know that it cannot be changed under smooth deformations of the
band structure, the conclusion is that the boundary region that separates two different
Hall conductive materials must host electronics features that imply a rough change in the
electronic properties, like a electronic gap-closing-and-reopening point. This phenomenon
can be seen in topological insulators with the production of conductive helical edge
states, in Weyl fermions with the formation of Fermi arcs, or in superconducting wires
with the emergent Majorana fermions. These topological systems are described in the
next sections.

1.2 Topological Semimetals

In condensed matter physics, where one deals with energy scales much smaller than
the rest mass of the electron, it would appear from a trivial observation that a non-
relativistic description, with minor corrections, would be enough to fully describe the
system, suggesting that Dirac physics would not play an important role. However, the
propagation of even slow electrons through the periodic potential of a crystal leads
to a dressing of the electronic states, from which a quasiparticle description emerges.
In certain instances, this results in an effective low energy description in terms of the
relativistic Dirac or Weyl equations.

The best known example of these phenomena is in graphene, where the energy
dispersion of electrons near the edges of the Brillouin zone can be approximated for low
energy excitations by the massless two dimensional Dirac equation. However, major
interest has come nowadays from the three dimensional crystals which show linearly
dispersing fermionic excitations. The line of reasoning behind this emergent phenomena
resides in the study of the conditions under which degeneracies occur in electronic band
structures, first investigated by Herring in 193724. It was noted that, even in the absence
of particular symmetries, one could obtain accidental two-fold degeneracies of bands in
a three dimensional solid. These bands touching of Herring were named Weyl nodes,
and the dispersion in the vicinity of these crossings is in general linear. These solid
state realizations offer a platform where predictions made by relativistic theories can
be tested, but at the same time entirely new properties that only exist in a condensed
matter context emerge. This feature is highlighted by the fact that the strict symmetries
of free space do not necessarily hold in a lattice, meaning that new fermion types with
no counterpart in high-energy physics can emerge. Remarkably, several of the defining
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physical properties of the high-energy fermions, such as the so called chiral anomaly,
continue to hold in this nonrelativistic condensed matter context.

In 1928, Paul A. M. Dirac derived an equation for a relativistic quantum mechanical
wave function, that describes an elementary spin-1

2 particle25:

H = cp · α+mc2β (1.2)

where m is the mass of the fermion and c is the speed of light. The matrices αi and β
are known as the Dirac matrices, and satisfy the relations

α2
i = β2 = 1, αiαj = −αjαi, αiβ = −βαi

The matrix form of the parameters has to be taken in mind due to the anticommutation
relation. In one- and two-dimensional spatial space, they are at least 2 × 2 matrices.
Thus, it appears that the Pauli matrices σi can be used to satisfy all these relations. In
fact these can be written in the known forms

σx =

(
0 1
1 0

)
, σy =

(
0 −i
i 0

)
, σz =

(
1 0
0 −1

)
(1.3)

satisfying the anticommutation relation {σi, σj} = 2δij . Thus, in one dimension, the two
Dirac matrices αx and β are any two of the three Pauli matrices, for instance αx = σx
and β = σz. In two dimensions all three of them are used. However, in three dimensions
we can’t find more than three 2 × 2 matrices satisfying the anti-commutation rules,
therefore the four Dirac matrices are at least four-dimensional and can be expressed in
terms of the Pauli matrices as

αi =

(
0 σi
σi 0

)
≡ σx ⊗ σi, β =

(
I 0
0 −I

)
≡ σz ⊗ I

where I is a 2× 2 identity matrix. In three dimensions one has two solutions for positive
energy and two further solutions for the negative one. The results obtained from the
Dirac equation can be used to describe the motion of an electron with spin: the two
solutions of the positive energy correspond to two states of the electron with spin-up and
spin-down, while the remaining negative energy solutions correspond to a positron with
spin-up and spin-down. Therefore, this equation demands the existence of antiparticles.

A number of variations of the Dirac equation quickly followed. In 1929, the mathe-
matician Hermann Weyl proposed a simplified version that described massless fermions
with a definite chirality (or handedness)26. To describe a massless particle in three
dimensions we use for simplicity the γ-matrices formalism for the Dirac equation. For
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this system it will take the form

3∑
µ=0

γµ∂µψ = 0, or i}
∂ψ

∂t
= −ic

3∑
k=1

γ0γk
∂ψ

∂xk

where ψ is the wavefunction describing the massless particle, and the matrices follow
the relations {γµ, γν} = 2ηµν with ηµν = diag(−1, 1, 1, 1).

To represent the four γ matrices, we need 4 × 4 matrices. However, the matrix
γ5 = iγ0γ1γ2γ3 is Lorentz-invariant and obeys γ2

5 = 1, thus its eigenvalues are ±1. To
simplify the problem, we can place on ψ a chirality condition γ5ψ = ±ψ, reducing the
problem to a 2× 2 Dirac Hamiltonian. Once we reduce to a 2× 2 matrix dimensionality,
we can take the γ matrices to be the Pauli ones, i.e., σi = ±γ0γi, where the sign is
dictated by the chirality condition. Given this result we can write27

σiσj = δij + iεijkσk

where εijk is the Levi-Civita symbol, and the Dirac Hamiltonian now takes the form

H = ∓ic
∑
k

σk
∂

∂xk
= ±c~σ · ~p

When we are in even dimensions, all this treatment fails since all the gamma matrices
are utilized and their product is just the identity.

A charged relativistic fermion of defined chirality (eigenstate of γ5) is called a Weyl
fermion. The physical meaning of the eigenvalue of γ5 is that it determines the fermion
chirality, which is conserved during the motion. A chiral phenomenon is one that is
not identical to its mirror image, and chirality coincides with the helicity concept in
the limit of massless particles. However, for massive objects, the chirality concept
becomes more abstract: it refers to how the particle’s quantum mechanical wave function
behaves when the particle is rotated (or looked at from a different angle). In our
condensed matter context, it is simply used as a quantum number that permits an
explicit differentiation of the two opposite chirality electron states. In particular, these
newfound Weyl fields can be used as building blocks for the formation of the Dirac
ones, meaning completely unconstrained solutions of the Dirac equation, given by the
combination of right- and left-chiral Weyl fields. In fact, the main difference between
the constrained and unconstrained solutions resides in the commutation with the parity
operator, which involves the matrix γ0 that anti-commutes with γ5.

1.2.1 Weyl Fermions in Bulk Crystals

The discussion of Weyl materials starts by asking under what conditions would we expect
to find a relativistic dispersion relation for electrons in a crystal. In general, quantum
mechanical energy levels repel, which means that, if H(λ) is a generic 1-parameter family
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of Hamiltonians with no particular symmetry, generically its energy levels do not cross
as a function of λ27. Thus, we might want to know how many parameters do we have
to adjust to make two energy levels coincide in an ”accidental” way (degeneracy not
associated to any symmetry). The answer is at least 3.

We see this because a 2× 2 Hermitian matrix depends on 4 real parameters, while a
2× 2 Hermitian matrix whose energy levels are equal depends only on 1 real parameter

H =

(
a b
b̄ c

)
and H =

(
a 0
0 a

)
To put this differently, any 2 × 2 Hermitian matrix can be written as H = a + b · σ,
with σ the vector of Pauli matrices. The condition of equal eigenvalues is b = 0, which
are three real conditions. In three dimensions, a band Hamiltonian depends at least
on three real parameters, so it is natural for two bands to cross at some isolated value
p = p0. Near this point, and looking only at the two bands in question, the Hamiltonian
looks something like

H = a(p) +~b(p) · ~σ (1.4)

where ~b(p) = 0 at p = p0. Expanding near this point

bi(p) =
∑
j

bij(p− p0)j +O((p− p0)2), bij =
∂bi
∂pj

∣∣∣∣
p=p0

Where we have neglected the constant zero order contribution. Thus, ignoring higher
order terms, the band splitting is described near p = p0 by

H ′ =
∑
i,j

σibij(p− p0)j

Apart from a shift p→ p− p0, this is essentially a Weyl Hamiltonian in 3+1 dimensions.
The newfound Weyl fermion propagates with a speed way lower than c, and, in general,
this propagation doesn’t follow the standard Euclidean metric on R3. Instead, the
natural metric governing these modes is27

||p||2 =
∑
i

∑
j

bijpj

2

(1.5)

and the chirality of the gapless electron mode is given by χ = sign det(bij).

The appearance of Weyl nodes in the Brillouin zone must have a dual nature. This
can be easily proved by the Berry phase formalism. When the Chern number is measured
around Weyl nodes, taking the Berry curvature flux across the sphere Sα that contains
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the bad point pα, its sign quantifies the associated chirality. By using Stokes theorem
on the entire reduced BZ and equation (A.2), one sees that

∑
α

1

2π

∫
Sα

FijdSij =
∑
α

w(Sα) = 0 (1.6)

This result, valid for time-reversal symmetric systems, is generalized by the Nielsen-
Ninomiya theorem. The theorem states that positive and negative chirality Weyl gapless
modes must balance equally across the BZ, thus imposing the appearance of these nodes
as doublets with opposite chiralities and same energies.

1.2.2 Robustness of the Weyl Phase

Due to the anti-symmetric statistical nature of fermions, the only electrons that support
the transport properties in metals are the ones living at the Fermi surface. Therefore, to
have a real Dirac/Weyl semimetal, we need the accidental band crossings to appear near
the Fermi level. Similar degeneracies can be induced by the presence of strong spin-orbit
coupling, similarly to topological insulators, arising in solids from the strong crystal
electric fields produced by heavy ions. To achieve the condition of net-zero chirality across
the BZ, as predicted by the Nielsen-Ninomiya theorem, a single four-degenerate node
should appear (Dirac node). However, whenever parity and/or time-reversal symmetry
are broken, this degeneracy splits into two two-degenerate nodes at the same energy
level (Weyl nodes)6.

From a simple analysis of the Weyl phase, one could speculate that this is a very
unstable situation, and that any small perturbation, like disorder, would open a gap
through band inversion, removing the Weyl node. However, in three spacial dimensions
there exists a topological protection of the phase against small perturbations28. This
protection is simple to understand. The condition for the points to annihilate in couples
requires them to have well defined coordinates, hence the momentum has to be a good
quantum number and traslational invariance has to be unbroken (weak disorder). Under
this symmetry, two bands create a two-level system described by the 2×2 Pauli matrices.
Because there are only three of them, they can acquire the three components of the
lattice momentum as coefficients, such that any perturbation, that doesn’t break any
symmetry, has to couple with the Pauli matrices, and can only be reinterpreted as a
shift in lattice momenta.

The topological way of understanding this robustness is through the Berry phase
concept. Given the fermion doubling theorem (Nielsen-Ninomiya), this states that
the Weyl nodes are opposite monopoles of the Berry connection with a same energy
behavior. Therefore, it requires the Chern number of the band system to vanish, and the
topological stability is related exactly to its conservation under smooth modifications
of the Hamiltonian. In order to open a gap, the two Weyl nodes have to converge and
form a Dirac one. The momentum separation of the two nodes is thus a measure of the
Weyl phase stability.
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1.3 Topological Insulators

Nontrivial electronic topology for the production of quantum Hall states can be generated
by spin-orbit coupling (SOC) instead of a magnetic field. Because spin-orbit coupling
respects time-reversal symmetry, unlike a magnetic field, there are some key differences.
Indeed, SOC is the main ingredient in the research of topological materials, as shown in
Fig. 1.2. In addition to the topological semimetals, topological insulators form a new
class of topological states called the quantum spin Hall (QSH) states. Here SOC plays
an essential role.

Figure 1.2: Schematic of different topological states and their relationship with each
other (NDSM: nodal line semimetal, DSM: Dirac semimetal, WSM: Weyl semimetal,
DNLSM: Dirac nodal line semimetal, WNLSM: Weyl nodal line semimetal, TI: topological
insulator). SOC is the main element in the Hamiltonian for the production of the
topological states. The symmetries indicate the global symmetry or spatial/lattice
symmetry elements required to realize the new topological phase. I is the inversion
symmetry, while TR the time reversal one.

The spin-orbit coupling is the origin of the fine structure of atoms. It comes from a
relativistic quantum mechanical picture and can be simply expressed for a spin-full
particle as ∼ σ · (E×p), where σ is the spin, E the electrical field, and p the momentum.
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The above expression can be written for a conservative potential in terms of the angular
momentum l of the electron ∼ σ · l. Such a coupling between the spin and orbital motion
is a relativistic effect most pronounced in heavy elements. The manipulation of spin via
SOC has not attracted much attention until J. E. Hirsh rediscovered the spin Hall effect
in 199929.

In an ordinary Hall effect, like the quantum Hall (QHE) or anomalous Hall (AQHE)
effect, the time-reversal symmetry is broken due to either an applied external magnetic
field or a spontaneous magnetization. In contrast, the spin Hall effect does not require
broken T -symmetry (SOC doesn’t affect it). Here, SOC will cause a drift of the electron
motion like in the normal Hall state. However, it will depend on the spin state, increasing
the spin-up and down densities at the edge of the material in order to balance the initial
drift. The differences with respect to the QHE and AQHE are shown in Fig. 1.3.

Figure 1.3: Comparison between the quantum Hall effect (QHE), the quantum anoma-
lous Hall effect (QAHE), and the quantum spin Hall effect (QSHE). The QAHE can
be induced by three processes: side-jump, skew-scattering, and/or an intrinsic Berry
curvature.

To understand how the QSH effect might appear, we take graphene as a starting point
and we introduce the spin variable in its low-energy Hamiltonian, that takes in mind
both the Dirac points through a Pauli matrix τz

30

H0 = −i}vFψ†(σxτz + σy∂y)ψ = −i}vFψ†
[
σx∂x 0

0 −σx∂x + σy∂y

]
ψ (1.7)

with ψ spinless field operators. Introducing spin, the Hamiltonian becomes an 8 × 8
matrix. We can now open a gap in different ways, for instance by introducing the effects
given by SOC through the Hamiltonian

HSO = λSOψ
†σzτzszψ + λRψ

†(σxτzsy − σysx)ψ (1.8)

Here σi Pauli matrices act on the A(B) sublattice space of graphene, si on the spin space,
and τi on the low energy K,K′ space. λSO is the so-called Kane-Mele (or intrinsic) SOC
term31 which originates from the next-nearest neighbor hopping, while λR is the Rashba
SOC that originates from the mirror symmetry breaking in the z direction, perpendicular
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to the graphene plane (for example by the presence of a substrate). This Hamiltonian
does not violate T −symmetry because time-reversal flips both the spin and σi. The
Kane and Mele (KM) term opens a gap

Ek = ±
√

(}vFk)2 + λ2
SO

The Rashba term itself, instead, is not able to open a full gap in the spectrum, due
to the fact that this term does not anti-commute with the Hamiltonian. However, it
is used to influence (reduce or enhance) the Kane and Mele gap, since the KM term
anti-commutes with the Rashba term. The opening of a gap can be associated to the
presence of two opposite Hall conductances in the non-trivial state30,31: +1 and -1,
summing to zero as expected for a TR symmetric material, but forming gapless 1D
edge states that conduct just like a QH state, connecting the bulk gapped ones (former
Dirac cones). This results in a quantized spin conductivity, that is, the quantum spin
Hall effect31. The 2D material is thus a topological insulator (TI), meaning that it is
insulating in the bulk, but conductive at its edges. The edge states are ”spin filtered”,
meaning that the electrons with opposite spin propagate in opposite directions (chiral
and anti-chiral). Such states were later dubbed as helical. In principle, backscattering
would open a gap in the edge states, meaning that transport would be blocked by
Anderson localization. However, scattering is prohibited on the edge by TRS for an
odd number of fermion pairs, due to Kramer’s degeneracy theorem32 that preserves the
edge states from gapping. As long as time reversal is preserved, every k-point in the
system must have a T-orthogonal counterpart at −k. Therefore, the T-invariant points
must each host two states by Kramer’s theorem. That means the gap can never open
for a single pair of counter propagating modes (odd number of doublets). However, this
protection fails at the presence of even doublets. This difference implies the existence of
two separate classes, highlighting a Z2 (cyclic group of order 21) classification for the
non-interacting topological insulators.

1.3.1 Inverted Quantum Wells

The Kane and Mele 2D proposal was hard to achieve experimentally. The gap opened
by spin-orbit in graphene is extremely small. Instead, the topological insulating state
has been achieved through a band inversion procedure in HgTe/CdTe quantum wells33,
hence, in the 2D interface between the HgTe and CdTe materials. In most common
semiconductors, the conduction band is formed from electrons in s orbitals and the
valence band is formed from electrons in p orbitals. In HgTe, however, the relativistic
effect including spin-orbit coupling is so large that the bands are inverted (see Fig. 1.4),
that is, the p-orbital dominated valence band is pushed above the s-orbital dominated
conduction band. HgTe quantum wells are grown by sandwiching the material between
CdTe, which has a similar lattice constant but much weaker spin-orbit coupling with
normal band ordering. Therefore, increasing the thickness d of the HgTe layer increases

1It is the group isomorphic to the Z/2Z group, the group of integers modulo 2.
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the strength of the spin-orbit coupling for the entire quantum well, permitting its general
tuning.

Figure 1.4: Schematic of a band inversion process, as caused by a strong spin-orbit
coupling. The conduction band is pushed below the valence one through the Fermi level,
creating a new insulating state (topological transition).

1.3.2 3D Topological Insulators

In 2007, 3D bulk solids of binary compounds involving bismuth were predicted to belong
to the TIs family34,35, generalizing the concept of 2D topological insulators as presented
by the Kane and Mele SOC model. The first experimentally realized 3D TI state
was discovered in bismuth antimode through ARPES36. Symmetry-protected surface
states were also observed in other compounds, like bismuth selenide, bismuth telluride
and antimony telluride23. Three dimensional TI have many things in common with
graphene, such as their low-energy electronic response dominated by massless Dirac
fermions excitations. Differences lie in the parity of the number of Dirac cones emerging
at surfaces and the spin-orbit interaction, which results in the spin-momentum locking
property already found in the Kane and Mele model. The Dirac cone Hamiltonian,
vFp · σ, is described in terms of pseudospin Pauli matrices for graphene, while spin
matrices for TIs, with spin vector pointing always in the π/2 shifted direction, and the
associated wavefunction carrying a π Berry phase (vorticity). The Hamiltonian of the
edge states for 3D TIs that describes the pair of counter-propagating modes takes the
form

H = }vF (σ × k)n (1.9)

where the normal component to the surface is selected. This leads to a linear dispersion
E = ±}vFk. However, in real TIs the Fermi surface is not a perfect circle but has a
warping23. In 3D topological insulators, the odd number of Dirac nodes on an edge
appears to violate the Nielsen-Ninomyia theorem. The surface states are not spin
degenerate and, since TRS requires the states at momenta k and −k to have opposite
spin, the spin must rotate with k around the Fermi surface. The solution to this
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controversy is given by the partner Dirac points residing on opposite surfaces. The main
differences between the spin Hall edge states in 2D and the 3D TIs is that, in the latter,
electrons don’t propagate in a ballistic way, but diffuse on the surface.

Figure 1.5: Example of Dirac-like dispersions measured through ARPES in Bi2Se3 by
D. Hsieh et al37. Figures a) to c) show the topological Fermi surface at different values
of surface disorder (L). Figures d) to i) show the evolution of the band dispersions. The
figure is adapted from ref.37.

1.3.3 Magnetic Topological Insulators

The previous section has introduced the helical surface states as the direct consequence
of the bulk topological properties of 3D topological insulators. However, other emergent
fingerprints can be found in the quantization of their electromagnetic response. Indeed,
the electromagnetic fingerprint for 3DTIs turns out to be a topological magnetoelectric
effect (TME)38, that appears when TRS is broken at the surface but not in the bulk.
These properties make 3DTIs an important building block for heterostructures, where
proximity effects can be engineered.
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The breaking of time-reversal symmetry is an important process in 3DTIs. The
helical surface states are protected from gapping by the Kramer’s degeneracy, which is
removed when TRS is broken. Without this constraint, additional terms can be added to
the surface states Hamiltonian that induce the creation of a gap at the Dirac node. The
relativistic electrons thus acquire an effective mass due to the loss of their protection
against backscattering. The new perturbed Hamiltonian can be written as39

H = vF (−kyσx + kxσy) +mσz (1.10)

where 2|m| is the energy gap at the Dirac node. The sign of m is also representative
of the Chern number acquired by the 2D surface states, implying that a quantized
anomalous Hall effect can now appear at the edge of each surface, giving rise to chiral
edge modes. The Hall conductivity is quantized to σH = sgn(m)e2/2h38 whenever the
Fermi level lies in the energy gap, according to the TKNN formula (integration of the
Berry curvature over the occupied states in the Brillouin zone). The magnitude of the
Hall conductivity is thus halved with respect to the normal QAHE. This difference is
actually a fingerprint that we are observing a different topological state than the normal
QAHE, which is linked to the topological magnetoelectric response of the bulk, i.e., the
ability to induce a magnetization through an electric field or, alternatively, an electrical
polarization through a magnetic field. This magnetoelectric effect can be taken in mind
by adding to the Lagrangian of the system the so-called axion term 40

LTI =
θe2

2πh
E ·B (1.11)

where θ is a function of the Berry connection. For time-reversal symmetric TIs, it takes
the fixed value θ = π. However, when TRS is broken, it is allowed to change and produce
exotic magnetoelectric effects41. These effects are known as axion electrodynamics.
However, in the case of a QAH insulator, θ has opposite signs on the top and bottom
surfaces. Hence, macroscopically, the topological magnetoelectric effect is cancelled
out. To produce a TME or an axion insulator, it is necessary to realize an antiparallel
magnetization or an opposite sign of the exchange gaps (m) on the top and bottom
surface41.

Experimentally, the realization of magnetic 3D topological insulators has been
initially tackled through the introduction of magnetic impurities42. However, doping
inhomogeneity leads to complex magnetic ordering and small exchange gaps43. As a
consequence, the various topological quantum effects appear at very low temperatures.
Therefore, intrinsic magnetic topological insulators are highly desired for increasing
those temperatures and for investigating topological quantum phenomena.

1.4 Quantum Spin Liquids

In the search for novel quantum phases of solid matter, Quantum Spin Liquids (QSL)
are one of the most complex and evasive. QSL can be considered ”quantum disordered”
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ground states of spin systems, in which zero-point fluctuations are so strong that
a conventional magnetic long-range order cannot be reached. In this context, the
simple semiclassical spin approach must be replaced by a quantum one, with the main
consequences in the need to consider quantum fluctuations and the Berry’s phase
theory44, which dictates the quantization of the spins. However, the essential ingredient
of a QSL is not the lack of order, but the presence of an anomalously high degree of
entanglement in a magnetic context, or massive quantum superposition 45. We thus
look for ground states that cannot be continuously deformed into a product state while
staying within the phase, meaning that there is no way to disentangle the states without
a sharp change of the microscopic properties of the material. As highlighted in the
previous sections, topological phases are an example for these ground states.

The ingredient for such a recipe is strong SOC and/or hopping integrals. However,
a metallic nature due to strong hopping integrals would rapidly hide the low energy
quantum disordered state, as it usually happens in topological materials like Weyl
semimetals and topological insulators. This, together with the lack of local order makes
QSL states difficult to detect experimentally. Other experimental difficulties in finding
and characterizing QSL states are given by the scarcity of massive entangled states
in materials and the subtleties of their theoretical description, which leave only few
smoking gun experimental signatures. It is currently very difficult to probe nonlocal
features or measure the degree of entanglement, since traditional experiments usually
detect order and local excitations. Therefore, we can only address the QSL states in an
indirect way, thus relying on the theoretical models that predict how local excitations
should behave in these materials.

From the materials prediction point of view, it is straightforward to seek QSL
states in systems which host processes that destabilize the magnetic ordered states.
Clearly, frustration must thus be an essential feature. The simplest platform for the
appearance of frustration is given by a classical Ising model on a triangular lattice
with antiferromagnetically (AFM) coupled nearest neighbor spins, as depicted in Fig.
1.6a. Because of the AFM coupling, two nearest neighboring spins A and B tend to
be antiparallel. Then, a third spin C that is a neighbor of both A and B is frustrated
because its two possible orientations, up and down, both have the same energy. The
classical ground state of a multitude of such spins will thus have a high level of degeneracy.
Therefore, materials that host honeycomb or Kagomé crystal structures (Fig. 1.6b-c)
are valuable spin liquid candidates. In particular, magnetic insulators with layered
honeycomb lattices can be described by the Kitaev honeycomb model 46, for which exact
solutions for the ground state can be found (in the basis of Majorana quasiparticles). For
frustrated QSLs with short-range spin correlation, it was proposed47,48 that two unpaired
spins may interact only weakly with each other and can be regarded as independent
spin-1/2 elementary excitations called spinons. The process through which a spin-1
magnon turns into two independent spin-1/2 spinons is an example of fractionalization.
Whether fractionalization of spin excitations actually occur in a particular spin system
is a highly nontrivial question. Different experimental techniques can highlight similar
features indirectly. Indeed, this thesis focuses on light spectroscopy and a few insights
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are needed when dealing with QSLs using this technique. For instance, the polarization
operator sensible to the incident light does not involve the magnetic degrees of freedom.
However, spin-lattice interactions and spin–orbit coupling may lead to a coupling with
the spins. This means that magnetic excitations quite generically lead to non-zero
absorption within the electronic gap of QSL candidates. As we will highlight in section
5, the main difficulties in detecting these features lie in the separation of the spin
contributions to the stronger low energy collective excitations like phonons. Due to these
complexities, applications to QSLs are limited and open to multiple interpretations.

Figure 1.6: a) Antiferromagnetic coupling between spins in a triangular lattice. The
spin C can either point upward or downward since the two configurations are degenerate.
b) Honeycomb 2D lattice with unit cell. c) Kagomé 2D lattice with unit cell.
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Chapter 2

Terahertz Spectroscopy Methods

Terahertz radiation, also known as terahertz waves or THz, consists of electromagnetic
waves within the frequencies of 0.1 to 30 terahertz (1 THz = 1012 Hz = 1000 GHz), or
within [0.41; 124] meV, [3.34; 1000] cm−1, and [2997; 9.99] µm. Terahertz radiation
occupies a middle gap between microwaves and infrared light waves known as the terahertz
gap49–51. In this region the frequency becomes too high to be measured digitally via
electronic counters, thus it must be measured by probes using properties of wavelength
and energy. Similarly, the generation and modulation of coherent electromagnetic signals
in this frequency range ceases to be possible by the conventional electronic devices. Just
like infrared radiation, the frequency of THz is low enough to propagate in a line of sight
(no diffusion) and is non-ionizing. Like microwave radiation, instead, it can penetrate
a wide variety of non-conducting materials. Due to these properties, THz has been
proposed as a probe in different applications, ranging from medical imaging devices to
military implementations.

In the context of quantum materials, THz radiation can directly probe the low
energy excitations that arise from the complex phases of matter near the Fermi level.
Spectroscopic probes like THz provide an experimental foundation for tests of theoretical
models. Quantum materials are the platform where correlated effects among electrons
and other quasiparticles take place. The complexity of the problem of correlated electrons
poses difficulties for the theoretical analysis of many of their properties. Experimental
probes can thus be used as icebreakers to prove the validity of theoretical models and
simulations. When dealing with the spectroscopy of quantum materials, it is always
useful to start the discussion with a reference to the Fermi liquid (FL), where interactions
are reduced to small corrections of the free electron gas susceptibilities. For this system,
the complex optical conductivity of electrons, σ(ω) = σ1(ω) + iσ2(ω), can be adequately
described by the Drude model52

σD(ω) =
ne2τ

mb

1

1− iωτ
=

σDC
1− iωτ

(2.1)

where e is the electronic charge, n is the relevant density, mb is the band mass of the
carriers which is generally different from the free electron mass me, τ is the scattering
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rate, and σDC is the dc conductivity. In dirty metals, impurities dominate and the
scattering rate is nearly independent of frequency (with the exception of the e-ph
scattering process), thus obscuring the quadratic form of 1/τ(ω) that is expected for
electron-electron scattering of a Fermi liquid. This form of the conductivity accounts
for the presence of intraband transitions, meaning the diagonal electronic transitions
appearing in the conductive bands crossing the Fermi level. To describe the finite
energy excitations coming from interband transitions, Eq. 2.1 is modified to provide the
Drude-Lorentz expression of the optical conductivity53

σ(ω) = σD(ω) +
ω

4π

∑
j

ω2
pj

ωγj − i(ω2 − ω2
0j)

(2.2)

where the sum index j follows the number of optical transitions at specific frequencies ω0j

and intensities ωpj , with a decaying factor γi. Eq. 2.2 can be used to describe the optical
response of most materials. However, many quantum materials host responses that
cannot be accounted by the Drude-Lorentz model, requiring instead specific corrections,
mainly at low frequencies where emergent phenomena take place54.

Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of the typical energy scales of various quantum
materials. The orange band highlights the THz spectral range. The figure is adapted
from ref.54.
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2.1 Experimental Probes and Techniques

Terahertz spectroscopy can be developed both in the time and frequency domain.
However, the former is sensitive to the amplitude and the phase of the radiation (electric
field), while the latter only on the amplitude (intensity). Indeed, a time domain probing
system is linked to major difficulties in the production of short pulses and detection, but
it may grant useful insights in the light-matter interaction and its evolution over time,
like the out-of-equilibrium quasiparticle transport and their correlations.

Spectroscopic measurements in the frequency domain can be used to evaluate the
optical constants of materials that are found in the context of Maxwell’s equations
for the description of light-matter interaction. The optical conductivity is the lin-
ear response function relating the current density j to the applied electric field E:
j(ω) = σ(ω)E(ω). Another commonly employed notation is that of the complex dielec-
tric function ε̃(ω) = ε1(ω) + iε2(ω). The real and imaginary parts of these two sets of
optical constants are related by σ1(ω) = (ω/4π)ε2(ω) and σ2(ω) = −(ω/4π)[ε1(ω)−1]. In
anisotropic materials the complex optical constants acquire a tensor form. For instance,
time reversal symmetry breaking by an applied magnetic field introduces nondiagonal
components to these tensors known as Hall conductivity. In the Maxwell´s equations
study of the optical constants we also need to consider the magnetic permeability µ of
a material. This value is usually set to 1, with the exception of magnetic resonances
usually occurring in microwave and very far-infrared frequencies (sub-THz). The complex
optical constants as a function of frequency can be inferred from several complementary
procedures, like the combination of reflectance R(ω) and transmission T (ω) spectra,
meaning the light intensity percentage reflected and transmitted by a sample. The
analytic expressions for the extrapolation of the optical indices are based on approx-
imations, like the absence of Fabry-Perot terms interference or the condition of low
absorption, from which it is possible to analytically couple the reflectance and transmit-
tance measurements to the microscopic optical parameters55. Other methods use the
Kramers-Kronig constrained analysis, especially when only one of the two macroscopic
responses can be obtained. The Kramers-Kronig equations link the real and imaginary
part of the conductivity56

σ1(ω) =
2

π

∫ ∞
0

dω′
ω′σ2(ω′)

ω′2 − ω2
(2.3)

σ2(ω) = −2ω

π

∫ ∞
0

dω′
σ1(ω′)

ω′2 − ω2
(2.4)

such that it is possible to evaluate the complete response in terms of a single variable,
the real or the imaginary part. The approximations used for this technique are based
on the limitations of the measured spectrum, introducing a frequency cutoff in the
integrals of Eq. 2.3 and 2.4. The Kramers-Kronig constraint can also be used in
numerical evaluations of the optical parameters, for instance in the direct fitting process
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of reflectance and/or transmittance through a specific microscopic model, like the Drude-
Lorentz one. However, it is important to take in mind that the microscopic models for
the conductivity do not always satisfy Eq. 2.3 and 2.4.

The reflected and transmitted light from a sample can be measured as a function
of frequency through frequency-selective instruments like Michelson interferometers or
monochromators. Other approaches, like ellipsometry, will not be accounted in this
thesis. A Michelson interferometer uses the selective property of the light constructive
and destructive interference to create an intensity signal (interferogram) containing the
whole information on the frequencies under study, i.e., the spectral amplitude of the
light source. This information is obtained by Fourier transforming the interferogram,
which is expressed as a function of the time delay between the two optical paths of
the interferometer arms. This signal is reflected or transmitted by the sample, and the
respective spectral amplitude after the process is compared to the incident one coming
from the light source. The ratio gives exactly the reflectance and transmittance values
as a function of the frequencies contained in the spectral amplitude. This process is
known as Fourier-Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR). The light source in FTIR
experiments is usually a grey body like a lamp, emitting a wide range of frequencies.

Other instruments can also be used to generate electromagnetic radiation at specific
frequencies. For instance, at higher wavelengths it is useful to use diffraction as the main
principle for wavelength separation. This is done in monochromator devices by using an
optical grating and a series of mirrors to transport the light to the sample position. At
lower frequencies, in the THz range, novel setups like the quantum cascade lasers57 offer
great opportunities for the production of almost monochromatic light.

2.1.1 Thin films over Substrates

The metallic compounds studied in this thesis are measured in a thin film geometry. The
materials thickness is controlled to values below 100 nm during the growth procedure,
granting a high degree of the material quality (low impurities and defects). The thin film
is not free-standing, but rather deposited on a specific substrate (hundreds of microns
thick). The use of thin films is crucial for optical measurements due to a series of reasons:

• High crystal quality, reducing the impurity-related effects that might damage the
emergent properties of quantum phases;

• Large flat material surface, useful to increase the number of photons sent on the
sample and improve the signal to noise ratio of the optical measurements;

• Systematic study as a function of thickness, from which it is possible to tune the
intrinsic properties of some materials;

• Higher transparency at low frequencies, given that the thickness is usually lower
or comparable to the optical penetration depth.

Drawbacks of the thin film configuration are instead associated to the substrate contri-
butions to the optical transmittance and reflectance. For instance, materials like silicon
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are transparent up to 9000 cm−1, or insulators like MgO have a strong MIR absorption
given by the optical phonons. Due to this limitations, both transmittance and reflectance
measurements are needed at frequencies where the film-over-substrate stack is opaque.
Moreover, specific algorithms that take in mind the substrate contribution must be
used when fitting the film response to a specific model. These models are described in
appendix B.

2.1.2 THz Time-Domain Spectroscopy

Terahertz time-domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS or TDTS) is a spectroscopic technique
in which the properties of matter are probed with short pulses of terahertz radiation,
allowing phase-sensitive generation and detection of THz signals58,59. The working
principle of TDTS is shown in Fig. 2.2. It starts with a femtosecond laser producing an
optical-pulse train. Each pulse separates into two paths. One reaches the THz emitter,
such as a photoconductive antenna, semiconductor wafer or nonlinear crystal, where the
optical pulses are transformed into ultrashort THz ones (picosecond scale). Then, these
propagate in free space or across a sample (transmitted or reflected) and are focused onto
an ultrafast detector, such as a low-temperature-grown GaAs photoconductive switch or
an electro–optic crystal. The other part of the pulse is also delivered onto the detector
after passing through a time-delay stage. The rapid, optically induced changes in the
detecting material properties on a femtosecond time scale is the origin of generation and
detection of the ultrafast THz pulses. The probe pulse (femtosecond duration) is used
to scan the longer THz one (picosecond) by sampling its electric field step-by-step of
the delay line, thus changing the temporal overlap between the two signals in order to
sample the entire THz waveform. The detailed way on how the two pulses can interact
in a detection material will be explained later.

As already pointed out, time domain measurements give the possibility to measure
directly the complete intensity and phase information of the electric field. Its shape
in time is very sensible to phase shifts; small-frequency, independent-phase changes
result in significant reshaping. In a general spectroscopy experiment, the beam passes
through a specimen or is reflected by it such that the change in waveform of the THz
signal is measured. The power of TDS resides in the possibility to measure the whole
complex refractive index and, hence, all the microscopic responses without the use of
Kramers-Kronig relations, generally exploited as a bridge between the real and the
complex part of the optical indices. The whole dataset for the THz-TDS spectroscopic
measurements will include an electric field of reference, Eref (t), measured without sample
(signal propagating in air or reflected from a golden mirror), and a second measurement
with the sample Esample(t). The Fourier transform of the temporal waveform gives the
spectral distribution of the THz pulse in the frequency domain

Ẽ(ω) = A(ω)e−iφ(ω) =

∫
dtE(t)e−iωt (2.5)

By recording the waveform of a THz pulse after its interaction with a target, and then
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extracting its spectrum, it is possible to obtain the response of the target within the
pulse-covered bandwidth. The spectral resolution of THz-TDS, δω, is determined as
δω = 2π/T by the temporal scanning range T , i.e., the range of temporal delays between
the probe and pump pulses. The frequency range of the spectrometer is limited by the
response of the THz source and detector, while mathematically it is significant within a
bandwidth ∆Ω = 2π/δt. In order to have a smooth calculated spectrum, a zero padding
technique should be applied. This adds several zero values on one or both sides of the
THz waveform. This increases, mathematically, the temporal range T , thus giving more
dense data points in the THz spectrum, but not providing any additional information or
resolution.

Figure 2.2: Optical alignment of a THz-TDS setup in a transmission geometry. The
femtosecond pulse (red) is separated into two branches, respectively used for THz
generation and detection. The generated THz pulse (orange) is focalized on a sample.
The transmitted light is then sent to a THz detection system. The THz signal in time
(blue shape sketch in the corner) is detected by sampling its entire waveform by changing
its temporal overlap with the shorter probe pulse (red shape) on the detector. This is
done by changing the delay line position along the detection optical branch.

2.1.3 Pump-Probe Spectroscopy

Since the THz generated for TDS is perfectly time-synchronized with the optical pulse
that generates it, THz-TDS is also ideally suited for nonlinear pump-probe experiments.
Ultrafast spectroscopy provides the possibility to temporally resolve phenomena in
quantum matter at the fundamental time scales of atomic and electronic motion. Subpi-
cosecond temporal resolution combined with spectral selectivity enables detailed studies
of electronic, spin, and lattice dynamics, and, most importantly, the correlations between
these degrees of freedom. This includes phenomena such as electron-phonon coupling,
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charge density-wave dynamics, condensate recovery, and quasiparticle formation. In
optical pump-THz probe experiments, an ultrashort pump pulse photo-excites a sample
inducing a dynamical response. This behavior is expected to change as a function of the
pump fluence and wavelength. Its effect to the low energy THz response is monitored
with a time delayed THz probe pulse.

Formally, in the low-fluence regime (≤ 100 µJ/cm2), pump-probe experiments can
be described in terms of the third-order nonlinear susceptibility. However, better insights
on the physical problem under study are often obtained by considering pump-probe as a
modulation spectroscopy, where the self-referencing probe beam measures the induced
change in reflectivity ∆R/R or transmission ∆T/T 60. This provides an important con-
nection with linear frequency resolved optical spectroscopy, from which the reflectivity
is measured and the dielectric responses are extracted. The comparison gives insights on
the possible modifications of the microscopic properties induced by the optical pump.
In femtosecond pump-probe experiments, the dynamics can be interpreted following the
equation for the relative variation of R (a similar equation can be written for T)61

∆R

R
(t) =

∂ ln(R)

∂ε1
∆ε1(t) +

∂ ln(R)

∂ε2
∆ε2(t) (2.6)

where ∆ε1, ∆ε2 are the induced changes in the real (ε1) and imaginary (ε2) part
of the dielectric function, respectively. In some materials the pump pulse creates a
non-thermal electron distribution at times so fast that there is no coupling to other
degrees of freedom. During the first 100 fs, the non-thermal distribution relaxes primarily
by electron-electron scattering (see Fig. 2.3). This process cannot be probed by THz
pulses, due to their intrinsic temporal length of the order of picoseconds. Subsequently,
the excited Fermi-Dirac distribution thermalizes through coupling to the other degrees
of freedom. However, other non-electronic responses can also appear, like the direct exci-
tation of collective modes. All these results can be interpreted as a dynamic modulation
of the optical conductivity tensor, although sometimes also the connection with Raman
scattering is important for certain experiments.

For pump energies higher than the material band gap, it is possible to consider
the dynamics largely in terms of the band structure, where photo-excitation leads to
changes in band occupation followed by subsequent relaxation processes. The situation
can be considerably more complicated in correlated materials starting with the fact
that the electronic structure varies with occupancy. Thus, an excitation pulse can
initiate a sequence of dynamical events quite different in comparison to the relaxation
of a non-thermal electron distribution in a rigid band61. Generally, a delicate balance
between various degrees of freedom occurs. Consequently, many correlated materials
teeter on the edge of stability and exhibit gigantic susceptibilities to small external
perturbations62.
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Figure 2.3: Schematic description of electrons dynamics pumped by a femtosecond
pulse. Before photoexcitation, the system is at equilibrium as the electron temperature
(Te) is the same as the lattice one (TL). Photoexcitation creates a nonthermal electron
distribution that relaxes initially through electron-electron thermalization. The electrons
excess energy is then transferred to other degrees of freedom on characteristic time scales
ranging from 1 ps for electron-phonon relaxation to tens of picoseconds for processes
such as pair recovery across a gap. The figure is adapted from ref.61.

2.2 Terahertz Sources

Incoherent THz light is naturally emitted by thermal gray bodies and can be analyzed
using a standard Michelson interferometry optical setup. However, due to the low
brilliance of these light sources, expensive detection mechanisms are required to resolve
the THz spectrum with a high signal-to-noise ratio. Better alternatives can be found in
the generation of THz impulses, whose technology has spearheaded THz research for
the past few decades. Optical generation of THz radiation using lasers, either pulsed
or c.w., falls into two general categories. The first involves generating an ultrafast
photocurrent in a photoconductive switch or semiconductor using electric-field carrier
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acceleration or the photo-Dember effect63,64. In the second category, THz waves are
generated by nonlinear optical effects such as optical rectification (limited to femtosecond
laser excitation), difference-frequency generation (DFG) or optical parametric oscillation.
Current nonlinear media receiving attention are crystals like DAST, HMQ-TMS and
LiNbO3

65,14,66. Another intriguing optical THz generation method is ambient air-plasma
generation67,68. Here, an intense pulsed laser induces an air plasma, which emits THz
radiation. Recent advances in nanotechnology have also led to the development of
semiconductor based THz sources: the THz-QCL (quantum cascade laser)57, where
continuous THz waves are emitted by means of electron relaxation between subbands of
quantum wells.

Any process that creates a time-dependent change in the material properties like
conductivity (σ) can act as a source term that results in emission of THz radiation.
For THz generation using photoconductive switches, an ultrashort pulse incident on a
semiconductor causes rapid transient changes to the macroscopic material properties
represented by the microscopic responses. In particular, the rapid, optically induced
change in σ on a femtosecond time scale is the origin of ultrafast THz pulses generated
through photoconduction as well as the physical mechanism by which the THz pulses
are detected. However, different processes for the production of THz, like the changes
in σ and optical difference frequency generation, are not easily separable and can both
contribute. A point to highlight while generating THz radiation is the time-evolution
difference between the optical pulse and the generated THz one. The shape of the latter,
in fact, is nearly a single cycle oscillation, thus many simplifying assumptions in nonlinear
theory, like SVEA (Slowly Varying Envelope Approximation), are not satisfied69.

2.2.1 THz Generation from Nonlinear Crystals

Rectification sources for THz generation rely on the χ(2) of some materials, like ZnTe,
DAST or HMQ-TMS14,70. For the measurements developed in this work, both ZnTe
and DSTMS crystals have been used to develop transmission THz-TDS measurements
to probe the nonlinear response of quantum materials. In the plane wave approximation,
the THz field generated through optical rectification in these materials can be written
as a function of the pump wavelength λ and spectral amplitude I(ω)71

ETHz(ω, λ, L) =
2dTHzω

2I(ω)(
ω
c (nTHz + ng) + i(αTHz/2 + α)

)
nε0c3

· Lgen(ω, λ, L) (2.7)

where L is the crystal thickness, nTHz and αTHz the index of refraction and absorption
coefficient at THz frequencies ωTHz = ω for the nonlinear crystal, while n and α are the
index of refraction and absorption coefficient at the λ wavelength. Finally, dTHz is the
nonlinear coefficient associated to the THz generation. The second term in Equation
2.7 has a unit of length and its maximum, in case of negligible absorption, is reached at
phase matching, i.e. nTHz = ng, where ng is the group velocity at λ. Its absolute value
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is referred to as the effective generation length

Lgen(ω, λ, L) =
ei(

ω
c
nTHz+iαTHz/2)L − ei(

ω
c
ng+iα)L

ω
c (nTHz − ng) + i(αTHz/2− α)

(2.8)

The generated THz pulses are so short that it is impossible to detect them with a simple
photoelectric scheme. Thus, the method used is based on an electro-optic effect, that
is the Pockel’s effect produced in nonlinear crystals like Zincum Telluride (ZnTe) or
Gallium Phosphate (GaP). The initial Eω laser pulse is splitted into a pump and a probe
signal. The former produces the THz beam that acts on the crystal as a static field,
inducing a birefringence effect that produces a polarization rotation of the probe beam
that passes through. Its modified linear polarization into an elliptic one is initially sent to
a quarter wave-plate, used to balance out the unperturbed linear polarization, and then
is decomposed by a Wollaston prism to reach a balanced detector which measures the
difference of the linear components, Ix and Iy. Without the static field, Ix = Iy = I0/2.
Instead, when the THz impinges on the crystal the detector reads Iy = (1 + ∆φ)I0/2
and Ix = (1−∆φ)I0/2, with ∆φ directly related to the static electric field through the
electro-optic coefficient r41 and crystal thickness L72:

∆φ(t) =
ω0L

c
n3
Or41ETHz(t) (2.9)

where nO is the ordinary index of refraction of the EO crystal at the optical frequency
ω0. This result is a linear approximation for the phase difference.

Figure 2.4: Scheme of an electro-optic detection based on ZnTe. The thicker the ZnTe
crystal, the higher the polarization rotation effect. However, shorter crystal thicknesses
grant a lower deformation of the spectral band as caused by dispersion.

2.3 Experimental Setups Characterization

Different experimental techniques and setups have been used for the optical characteri-
zation of the quantum materials studied in this thesis. Frequency resolved spectroscopic
measurements have been performed through the use of two instruments: a Michelson
interferometer (Bruker Vertex 70v), for infrared and far-infrared spectral range, and an
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optical spectrometer (JASCO v-770) for the VIS-UV wavelengths. Both the setups can
be used for reflection and transmission measurements. The interferometer can be coupled
to a He-cooled ARS cryostat and a liquid He-cooled bolometer. The former permits
precise temperature-dependent measurements, while the latter extends the spectral range
to the THz region (20 cm−1 up to 600 cm−1). A room-temperature pyroelectric detector
is instead used for higher frequencies. The Michelson interferometer experimental scheme
is shown in Fig. 2.5 in a transmission geometry.

Room temperature transmission measurements have been extended to sub-THz
frequencies through a PCA-based time-domain THz system. A 800 nm wavelength
optical pulse (780 nm Toptica FemtoFiber Pro, 80 fs, 80 MHz repetition rate) is used to
pump two photoconductive antennas (Hamamatsu-G10620 series) in order to generate
and detect THz radiation. The light is collimated and then focused through TPX
plano-convex lenses on the sample. The transmitted signal is then again collected and
focused on the second PCA. The current generated is filtered electronically through a
lock-in amplifier. The entire system is enclosed in a container for nitrogen purging to
remove the strong water absorptions coming from bare air.

Figure 2.5: FTIR transmission geometry. A globar radiation source is sent to a
Michelson interferometer and then focused on a sample between the cryostat transparent
windows. The collected signal is then sent to a bolometric detection apparatus.

2.3.1 Nonlinear THz Spectroscopy

A second THz time-domain setup concerns the production of high intensity THz pulses
through the optical rectification in a DSTMS organic crystal, as discussed in the previous
section. A 15 femtoseconds high-intensity pulse at 800 nm, as generated by a vitara-UBB
modelocked Ti:Sapphire Laser from Coherent©, is first amplified by a chirped pulse
amplificator (Coherent© Verdi G-series), reaching a final power of nearly 7 W with a
repetition rate of 1 kHz, while broadening the pulse in time up to 35 fs. This same pulse
is used as an input in a collinear optical parametric amplifier (OPA) (TOPASprime from
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Light Conversion©), permitting the production of femtosecond pulses at tunable IR
wavelengths, going from 1100 nm up to 2300 nm. By fixing the wavelength emission
at 1500 nm, in accordance with the phase matching condition for the THz generation
in DSTMS crystals, the emitted pulse from the OPA, with a power of nearly 800 mW
(with a fluence nearly 4 mJ/cm2), is used to pump the organic crystal. The THz electric
field is detected in a time-domain experimental configuration through an electro-optical
sampling in a GaP crystal, by chopping the THz signal at a frequency of 500 Hz and
integrating the detected signal electronically through a Boxcar averager. The intensity
of the generated field can reach 2 MV/cm when focused to dimensions lower than 1 mm
in diameter. Fig. 2.6 depicts the generation setup. Fig. 2.7 shows the THz signal and
the measured spectral amplitude, along with a picture of the THz focus at the sample
position, as obtained from a THz pyroelectric camera (Ophir Pyrocam IIIHR). The
pulse energy has been monitored using a calibrated pyroelectric detector (Gentec-eo),
chopped at 50 Hz, and its control has been achieved through a two polarizer series,
where the second is maintained fixed to avoid polarization variations on the samples and
EO detection crystal. The setup in enclosed in a rigid container for nitrogen purging.

Figure 2.6: Optical setup for the generation of high-fluence THz pulses from the
optical rectification in a DSTMS organic crystal. A 30 fs high-fluence pulse at 800 nm is
separated into two branches, respectively for generation and detection. The generation
branch is used as a seed in an optical parametric amplifier (OPA) (TOPASprime from
Light Conversion©) for the generation of ultrashort pulses (∼80 fs) centered at 1500
nm. The residual idler pulse at 1600 nm is blocked. The 1500 nm signal is used to pump
a DSTMS crystal (0.5 mm thick) with optical axis parallel to the pump polarization for
the maximum generation efficiency. The THz signal propagates in dry air through a
telescope and two wire-grid polarizers for fluence tuning. It is then focalized on a sample
and transmitted in a normal incidence geometry. The transmitted signal is measured
through an electro-optical detection based on a GaP crystal.
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Figure 2.7: THz generation from a 0.5 mm thick DSTMS crystal pumped at 1500 nm.
a) Waveform of the THz electric field measured through an electro-optical detection
based on a GaP crystal. The voltage peak reaches magnitudes of 2 MV/cm. b) Spectral
amplitude of the signal in a). The band extends up to 7 THz. c) THz focus at the
sample position, as obtained from a THz pyroelectric camera (Ophir Pyrocam IIIHR).

2.3.2 Optical pump-THz probe Setup

A further THz-TDS setup based on the optical rectification in a ZnTe (110) nonlinear
crystal is used to perform optical pump-THz probe spectroscopic measurements. Fig.
2.8 shows the experimental setup. The THz signal covers a range of frequencies going
from 0.6 THz to ∼2.5 THz and is generated by the ultrashort 800 nm pulse as obtained
by the Ti:Sapphire generation, with a repetition rate of 1 kHz. The optical signals
used to pump the samples along with the THz probing are obtained from the 800 nm
itself which can be used directly or sent to the OPA for the generation of 1300 nm
and 2000 nm wavelengths. A 400 nm pump has also been obtained from the second
harmonic generation of the 800 nm signal into a BBO nonlinear crystal. The sample
is illuminated by the pump in a non-collinear geometry to avoid propagation to the
detection scheme. The pump is also kept collimated in order to fit the entire THz focus
in the photo-excited area. The pump fluence is controlled through the introduction of
variable attenuators. The time delay between the pump and probe in achieved through
a delay stage. Variations in the THz signal as a function of the pump-probe delay are
monitored by fixing the THz detection delay to the highest peak of the THz electric
field. Therefore, the pump-probe delay is scanned continuously by varying the pump
delay stage up to 600 ps (∼200 mm). The pump signal is chopped at a frequency of 500
Hz, and the THz signal is integrated through a Boxcar averager. Complete THz scans
can be also performed at fixed pump-probe time delays by chopping the THz signal and
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fixing the pump delay stage at a specific pump-probe time delay.

Figure 2.8: Pump-probe optical setup for the generation and detection of THz radiation
synchronized in time to optical pumps at different wavelengths. A 30 fs high-fluence
pulse at 800 nm is splitted and used as a seed for both the generation of THz from
a ZnTe crystal (500 µm thick) and NIR ultrashort pulses from an optical parametric
amplifier (OPA) (TOPASprime from Light Conversion©). The optical pulses can be
used once at a time to perform optical pump-THz probe measurements in a transmission
geometry. Four wavelengths can be used for pumping: 400 (second harmonic of the seed
in a BBO crystal), 800 (seed), 1300 (OPA signal), and 2000 (OPA idler) nm. The THz
generation and propagation is enclosed in a purging box for a low humidity environment.
The transmitted THz signal is measured through as electro-optic detection based on a
second ZnTe crystal.
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Part I

Spectroscopy of Magnetic
Quantum Materials
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The dynamics of conduction electrons and collective excitations in magnetic solids
is an attractive research topic due to its dual interest in the discovery of new funda-
mental phases of matter and technological applications. Among the quantum materials
classification, intrinsic magnetic features are of great importance due to the breaking
of time-reversal symmetry, which is related to a series of interesting effects like the
protection of the helical states in 3D topological insulators, or the presence of giant
magnetoresistance in topological semimetals and some oxides. These latter systems have
already found industrial applications. The magnetic order in complex quantum systems
might also couple with the other electronic or lattice degrees of freedom, inducing changes
in the material’s susceptibility to external stimuli. For instance, 2D magnetic materials
are of interest for their possibility to be used in complex heterostructures to induce
proximity effects, with applications in novel spintronic designs. This second part of the
thesis will focus on the optical characterization of three magnetic quantum materials:
Co2MnGa, a nodal/Weyl topological semimetal, MnBi2Te4, a magnetic topological/axion
insulator, and CrI3, a Van der Waals layered ferromagnet. Transmission and reflectance
optical spectroscopy cannot directly probe the magnetic order of these systems. However,
the direct coupling of the magnetic features with the electronic and lattice degrees of
freedom leaves striking fingerprints in the optical conductivity or Raman tensor. These
can be highlighted by optical spectroscopy, giving important insights on the coupling
mechanisms in act.
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Chapter 3

THz Response of Optically
Driven Co2MnGa Thin Films

Since the breakthrough discovery of topological materials, several intriguing effects
related to the topological nature of their electronic band structure have been highlighted
theoretically and experimentally. Magneto-electric and thermo-electric effects, like the
anomalous Hall and Nernst effects73–76, or the enhanced nonlinear optical responses,
like multiple harmonic generation (MHG)77–79 and linear/circular photogalvanic effects
(L/CPGE)80,81, are just a few of the novel properties found in these materials that
can be exploited in future electro-optical applications. More recently, topological
materials presenting a time-reversal symmetry breaking provide novel topological phases
of matter, like the magnetic topological insulators41,23,82 and semimetals83–85 and the
axion insulators76.

The full-Heusler alloy Co2MnGa (CMG) is a ferromagnet with a Curie temperature
higher than 600 K, that crystallizes in the cubic Cu2MnAl-type structure with space group
Fm3̄m86,87. CMG has been theoretically predicted88,89 and experimentally proved90 to
be a magnetic topological nodal line semimetal, showing a complex structure where the
valence and conduction bands cross along arbitrarily intertwined nodes5,91. Moreover,
the intricate nodal structure of CMG was revealed to contain Hopf links and show
unconventional density of states and band structure90,89, which have led to enhanced
perspectives for non-linear optical responses and higher harmonic generation (HHG)92–94.

Despite the promising properties of CMG, not much is known about its electronic
properties and the corresponding optical properties95–99. Moreover, it is so far un-
clear what distinct experimental signature corresponds to nontrivial band topology100.
Anomalous Hall101 and Nernst102,103 effects have been reported as a measure of the
topological features, along with THz Faraday rotation104. Recent theoretical results have
suggested that the HHG effect, related to the exotic nodal geometry, might be enhanced
drastically by the topological curvature100. In this framework, optical linear and nonlin-
ear spectroscopy are key tools for the characterization of the electronic features of these
semimetals. Photoconductive responses have been used to study the photocarrier scat-
tering mechanism governed by the unique band structure in Dirac semimetals105–109 and
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graphene110,111, highlighting the dynamical interaction between the various degrees of
freedom. Moreover, a further mechanism coupling to the topology of the band structure
is the production of photocurrents (shift currents) through the linear/circular photo-
galvanic mechanism77,80,81. In Weyl semimetals112–115 and topological insulators116,117,
it has been demonstrated how this effect generates polarization-sensitive THz radiation
from both the bulk and surface states. In centro-symmetric materials like CMG, where
parity conservation forbids bulk second-order non linear phenomena, THz emission is an
optimal probe of the surface states, thus giving a direct probe of the topological features
of the material.

In this chapter, the optical properties of CMG thin films with different thicknesses,
ranging from 10 nm up to 80 nm, and grown on MgO (100) substrates are studied. Five
high-quality epitaxial thin films with different thickness (10, 20, 40, 60 and 80 nm) of
Co2MnGa were grown in a BESTEC UHV magnetron sputtering system on single crystal
MgO(001) substrates and capped in-situ with 3 nm Al, whose surface naturally oxidizes
at ambient conditions. The cubic crystal structure of CMG is shown in Fig. 3.1a. The
structure is understood as being the result of four interpenetrating face-centered-cubic
(fcc) lattices (Heusler alloy structure).

3.1 Frequency-dependent Optical Conductivity

Reflectance (R) and Transmittance (T) of all the films have been measured at room
temperature in a broad spectral range from THz (20 cm−1) to UV (50000 cm−1) (∼ 2.5
meV – 6.2 eV). The measurements at room temperature were taken through a Vertex
70v FTIR broadband interferometer, covering the spectral range from THz (40 cm−1)
to MIR (7000 cm−1), and through a Jasco V-770 spectrometer, extending the spectral
data from 5000 cm−1 up to the UV region (50000 cm−1). In Fig. 3.1b,c the real and
imaginary part of the films conductivity are reported across the broadband spectrum, as
extracted through a Kramers-Kronig consistent fitting process of the film response in a
trilayer air/film/substrate system118.

The optical conductivity is dominated by a Drude term up to the infrared range,
whose spectral weight (SW) is shown in Fig. 3.1d as a function of thickness. The sharp
peak at ' 260 cm−1 can be attributed to a CMG phonon119. At higher frequencies,
from 3000 to 20000 cm−1, the interband contributions to the conductivity highlight the
presence of some differences in the band structure, in particular for the thinner (10
nm) film. These differences are also reproduced in the SW (see Fig. 3.1d) and can
been associated to the strains induced onto the film by the MgO substrate101. DFT
results have also suggested the absence of the Co-Mn termination surface state in 10
nm films97. Increasing the thickness up to 20 and 40 nm, the conductivity acquires a
strong metallic Drude term whose SW saturates for the 60 and 80 nm (see Fig.3.1d).
Fig. 3.1e shows the comparison of the 80 nm conductivity to DFT calculations for the
bulk CMG97. The experimental interband and Drude contributions closely resemble
theoretical values, suggesting a bulk-like response of the thicker films (60 and 80 nm).
However, a major energy shift is clearly visible. Such a shift was proved to converge
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Figure 3.1: Linear optical response of Co2MnGa thin films. a) Cubic unit
cell of a Co2MnGa crystal. The arrows indicate the crystal axes. b-c) Real and
imaginary part of the optical conductivity of CMG films with different thickness, from
THz to UV. The vertical dotted lines highlight three different wavelengths: 2000 nm
(yellow), 1300 nm (green), 800 nm (pink). d) Drude spectral weight as a function of
thickness, showing the convergence to a bulk behavior. e) Comparison between the
experimental real conductivity (80 nm film) and DFT calculations97. The energy shift
can be associated to the strong electron correlations98. f) Optical pump-THz probe
spectroscopy measurements. The THz signal (light blue) is transmitted across the sample
at a time ∆t after the arrival of the optical pump (red). Varying ∆t permits to sample
the out-of-equilibrium dynamics of the low energy electrons.

down to the experimental values once a U term of nearly 5.4 eV is taken in mind the
DFT+U calculations98. At 20 and 40 nm, the conductivity spectral weight shrinks by
nearly 20%, while the interband features suggest a shift of the spectral contributions
toward higher frequencies. Both these differences can be associated to the increase
in strain effects on the film with decreasing thickness, inducing modifications in the
electronic band structure. Indeed, similar differences among the film thicknesses are
also confirmed by the study of the topological features, as suggested by magneto-optical
measurements101,104 and THz emission spectroscopy (see section §3.3). In the next
sections, the time-domain sub-ps response of the CMG films is studied through pump-
probe and THz emission spectroscopy. Optical pump-terahertz probe measurements are
developed in a transmission geometry as explained in section §2.3.2.
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3.2 Optical Pump-THz Probe Spectroscopy

To study the temporal dynamics of the charge-carriers in a sub-ps time scale, three
different optical pumps at 800, 1300 and 2000 nm (see Fig. 3.1f) were applied. The
photoinduced current is then probed by a THz pulse in a transmission configuration.
More specifically, the transmitted THz electric field change ∆Et = Et − E0 is measured
as a function of the pump-probe delay time ∆t between the optical and THz signal,
where Et and E0 denote the peak value of the THz electric field at a delay time t
and without the pump, respectively. Due to the low transmission percentage of the 60
and 80 nm films, only the 20 and 40 nm samples have been studied. In the thin film
approximation, the photoinduced relative transmission change ∆Et/E0 is proportional
to the THz negative photoconductivity (PC) −∆σ1/σ1, where σ1 is the real part of the
optical conductivity.

Fig. 3.2a shows ∆Et/E0 for the two films (red curve 20 nm, blue curve 40 nm) at
a fixed pumping wavelength of 1300 nm and 710 µJ/cm2. The time axis is separated
to highlight the temporal behavior in a short and long time window. Four stages for

Figure 3.2: OPTP spectroscopy of Co2MnGa thin films. a) Short and long time
trend of the photoinduced THz peak transmission change. The colored boxed highlight
the four steps process of transient excitation (i, ii) and relaxation to equilibrium (iii, iv).
b)-d) OPTP measurements at three different pump wavelengths for the 20 nm thick
sample. Five different fluences have been measured at each pumping wavelength. e)-f)
OPTP easurements for the 40 nm sample. The fluences measured at each wavelength
are equal to the 20 nm sample results (same curve colors).
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Figure 3.3: OPTP results for a pumping wavelength of 400 nm. a)-b) Pho-
toinduced variation in the THz field transmitted after the pump at 400 nm for the 20
nm and 40 nm films, respectively.

the photoinduced response can be highlighted: (i) a first increase in photoconductivity
(decrease in THz amplitude transmission); (ii) a second rapid (subpicosecond) transition
to a positive PC; (iii) a fast (few picoseconds) decay process from the maximum PC
value to a positive plateau; (iv) a slow (hundreds of picoseconds) recovery process to
equilibrium. Figure 3.2b-d show the photoinduced THz transmission up to 8 ps for the
20 nm at the three pumping wavelengths (b: 1300nm, c: 2000 nm, d: 800 nm) and
different pumping fluences. The same results are shown in Fig. 3.2e,f,g for the 40 nm
sample. These results suggest a four-steps excitation and relaxation process for all the
pumping wavelengths. The small coherent oscillations in the relaxation trend can be
associated to the production of acoustic phonons, propagating back and forth through
the sample thickness120. Pump-probe results are also obtained at 400 nm as shown
in Fig. 3.3. However, due to the strong two-photon absorption processes of the MgO
substrate, the results are plagued by the strong absorption of the MgO optical gap.
Regardless of the problem, a similar response of the CMG films to the lower pumping
wavelengths can be observed.

The origin of the four steps photoinduced change in THz conductivity can be
associated to the changes in both the number of carriers (∆n) or a change in mobility
(∆µ). Due to the high carrier density of the metallic films, the former contribution is
negligible even at the highest fluences measured (the number of photons, < 1015, is
negligible with respect to the number of carriers). In particular, form the absorption
coefficient of the 40 nm film, it is possible to estimate ∆n(λ, d = 40 nm) for the highest
fluences of each wavelength λ as: ∆n(800 nm) ' 9.4× 1014, ∆n(1300 nm) ' 7.7× 1014,
and ∆n(2000 nm) ' 4.5 × 1014. Indeed, the sharp increase in absorption, appearing
before the sub-picosecond transition to a NPC regime, is associated to a broadening of
the Fermi distribution due to the interband transitions of electrons to higher energy
levels, plus the increase in electron temperature induced by the e-e scattering processes.
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Figure 3.4: Fitting process of the OPTP results. a)-c) Fit of the 20 nm film
response for the 1300, 800 and 2000 nm pumping wavelengths, respectively with fluences
0.71, 0.71, 0.39 mJ/cm2. d)-f) Fit of the 40 nm film response for the 1300, 800 and
2000 nm pumping wavelengths, respectively with fluences 0.71, 0.71, 0.39 mJ/cm2.

For the THz transmitted field, the NPC transition to positive values (ii step) can
only be associated to a change in mobility for the carriers. Similar effects have been
observed in materials such as graphene121,122, Dirac semimetals123, transition metal
dichalcogenides124 (TMDs) and perovskytes125,126.

To analyze the data, the transient THz field transmission are fitted through a sum
of two mono-exponential functions123,127
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where τfast and τslow are the fitted relaxation times for process (iii) and (iv), respectively.
The rise time from positive to negative PC is instead parametrized by w. The fitting
process is highlighted in Fig. 3.4, from which the time constants for the four steps
process are extracted. To describe the rapid change in mobility (ii), the production of
polaronic quasiparticles in the CMG films is supposed. This assumption can be proved
by looking at the time constants w and τslow for the steps (ii) and (iv). The change in
mobility (ii) takes place on a sub-picosecond scale, with a time constant of the order of
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Figure 3.5: Polaron excitation in Co2MnGa thin films. a) Photoconductive
changes in the THz electric field transmitted by the 20 nm film after an optical pump at
1300 nm (0.71 mJ/cm2 fluence). Eref identifies the original signal transmitted without
the pump application. b)-c) THz transmission change in the 20 nm film for different
time delays between the optical pump at 1300 (b) and 2000 (c) nm and the THz probe.
d) Ratio between the transmitted electric field change ∆Et after (2 ps) and before the
polaron formation (0 ps), as a function of fluence. e) NPC induced at 1 ps for the 1300
and 2000 nm pumping wavelength, compared to the NPC induced by strong THz pulses
up to 2 MV/cm.

250 fs for all wavelengths and fluences. Similar time constants have been found for the
polaronic formation in lead-iodide perovskites125,126 and type-II Dirac semimetals123.
Moreover, the slow relaxation process (iv), of the order of hundreds of picoseconds,
suggests a very stable localization of the carriers, which can be related to the formation
of polarons.

To better address the polaronic behavior, further measurements have been carried out
by sampling the whole THz spectrum of the 20 nm sample at different pump delay times
for the 1300 and 2000 nm wavelengths. Fig. 3.5a shows the photoinduced change (at 0
and 1 ps) in the whole THz electric field ∆E(ts, t) = E(ts, t)− Eref (ts) transmitted by
the 20 nm film, where ts is the electro-optical probing time of the THz scan, for the 1300
nm pump and 0.71 mJ/cm2 pump fluence. A clearer picture of what is happening to the
transmittance is shown in Fig. 3.5b,c for the 1300 and 2000 nm pumping wavelengths.
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Here, the relative transmitted intensity across the 20 nm sample over substrate is plotted
as a function of frequency for a sequence of pump delay times. This behavior suggests a
frequency dependent NPC similar to the polaronic response found in Dirac semimetals123,
thus supporting the polaronic formation intuition in CMG.

3.2.1 Thickness and Pump Wavelength Dependence

Having explained step II and IV in terms of a polaronic formation, two additional
questions remain: the physics behind the fast relaxation process of step III, and the
subtle dependence with thickness and pumping wavelength of the photoconductivity.
The former can be answered by looking at the relaxation times as extracted from the
fitting process. All values fall on a temporal scale of a few picoseconds. Similar time
constants have been found in other magnetic thin films120,127,99, and can be associated
to a fast electron-lattice or electron-spin-lattice thermalization. Indeed, a mixed phonon
and magnon scattering state has been suggested by resistivity measurements101.

To deal with thickness and pump wavelength dependence, instead, Fig. 3.5d shows
a comparison between the polaronic formation in the 20 and 40 nm films at different
wavelengths, comparing the ratio between the transmitted electric field change ∆Et
after (2 ps) and before the polaron formation (0 ps). The result suggests a stronger e-ph
coupling in the thinner film. The data highlights also a stronger polaronic formation
at the 1300 nm pumping wavelength with respect to the 800 and 2000 nm, for both
thicknesses. To address the wavelength dependence of the ultrafast response, a simple
model for the electron-phonon coupling based on the Fröhlich Hamiltonian can be
proposed128,129. For a single polaron mode, the coupling constant γ of the model scales
as γ ∝ 1/q 130, where q is the wavevector of the coupling electron. Indeed, the polaron
formation is stronger for carriers at the Γ point in the BZ. For CMG, the density of
states at this point is zero at the Fermi level103. However, free carriers can be created
by direct interband transition from the valence bands. At the Γ point these transitions
are resonant for wavelengths close to 1300 nm, which is the pumping wavelength from
which the highest polaronic response is obtained. The resonant behavior dampens at the
2000 nm pumping wavelength, corresponding to direct transitions away from the Γ point.
The electrons pumped by this wavelength will thus see a weaker e-ph coupling, reducing
the polaronic formation. At lower wavelengths like 800 nm, instead, the transitions can
take place between multiple bands, smoothing out the resonance at the Γ point and
resulting in a lower polaronic formation.

Finally, to address the higher e-ph coupling in the thinner film, two main contributions
can be suggested: the stronger electron screening in the 40 nm film (see Fig. 3.1b),
hindering the coupling with the lattice, and the enhanced strain effects in the 20 nm
sample120,131,132. To highlight the latter effect, nonlinear THz transmission experiments
were performed, where a strong THz pulse up to 2 MV/cm (see Fig. 2.7) is sent across
the 20 and 40 nm films, studying the transmission as a function of fluence and THz
frequency. As shown in Fig. 3.6, the 20 nm film hosts a nonlinear activation. This
nonlinear effect coincides with a decrease in the optical conductivity at frequencies
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Figure 3.6: Nonlinear transparency of the 20 nm CMG film. a) Transmittance
variations at different THz field magnitudes. b) Relative variation of the Drude spectral
weight for the 20 nm CMG film, as a function of the THz field intensity.

comparable with the photoconductivity induced by the formation of polarons, as shown
in Fig. 3.5f. This similarity suggests that the strong THz pulses, that produce strains
on the CMG lattice, can induce a decrease in mobility similar to the one caused by the
optical excitation. Differently from the 20 nm sample, thicker films do not show any
change from the linear response. These results support the stronger polaron formation
in the thinner film as a consequence of the lattice strain effects, which are known to be
important in thinner films101,99.

3.3 THz Emission Spectroscopy

A Strong support about the topological nature of the charge carriers in Weyl semimetals
can be obtained through THz emission spectroscopy. Indeed, the production of pho-
tocurrents, as induced by topological effects like the L/CPGE, causes the emission of
THz radiation in the direction orthogonal to the current propagation. Moreover, the
THz radiation emitted from the optically generated ultrafast photocurrents shows a
polarization parallel to the current propagation. Therefore, the direct measurement
of the THz field amplitude and polarization allows to obtain useful information on
the ultrafast current generation mechanisms. THz emission from CMG thin films was
measured through the optical setup shown in Fig. 3.7a. The samples are pumped with a
800 nm ultrashort pulse (35 fs), as obtained by a Ti:sapphire amplifier (Coherent© Verdi
G-series), with a repetition rate of 1 kHz. The pulse is sent on the films at a 45° angle
geometry, and the THz signal is collected in reflection by a series of parabolic mirrors.
The signal is then sent to a 250 µm ZnTe crystal for the electro-optical detection by a
balanced photodetector. The crystal orientation was kept fixed for all measurements.
Half and quarter wave-plates for the 800 nm signal were used to tune the incident
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Figure 3.7: THz emission by optical excitation in Co2MnGa thin films. a)
Experimental setup for the generation and detection of THz waves from CMG thin films.
Films are illuminated in a 45° reflection geometry by a 800 nm ultrashort pulse with
tunable fluence and polarization. The THz detection is achieved through an electro-
optical coupling by a ZnTe nonlinear crystal. b) THz electric field in time as emitted
by three CMG films of different thicknesses. c) Spectral amplitudes of the THz signals,
revealing the frequency emission band. Sharp dips are associated to the water vapour
absorptions during propagation in air.

polarization, while a wire-grid polarizer was used to filter the THz signal polarization.

Fig. 3.7b shows the THz field emitted by the three films with different thicknesses,
illuminated by a linearly S -polarized optical pulse with a fluence of 1.77 mJ/cm2. The
terahertz intensity (from the 80 nm film) is approximately 3% of that measured using a
500 µm thick ZnTe crystal under identical conditions (same exciting laser, illuminated
area and fluence). Per unit thickness, the generation efficiency of the CMG film can be
roughly estimated as hundreds of times higher than the ZnTe nonlinear crystal. Fig. 3.7c
shows the spectral amplitude (SA) of the THz signals obtained through a fast Fourier
transform (FFT) algorithm. The sharp dips between 1 and 3 THz are associated to
water absorption from the atmospheric air. Due to the limitation of the ZnTe detection
band, the THz signal emitted from the 80 nm film was also measured through a GaP
crystal, able to detect the higher THz frequencies but less sensitive to the field intensity
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due to the lower electro-optic coefficient133. Even in this case, the emitted spectrum
shows a cut-off at nearly 3 THz, suggesting that the whole CMG THz emitted spectrum
is confined below this frequency.

The THz emission described above provides fundamental information about topo-
logical effects in Co2MnGa. Indeed, for nonlinear second-order responses (like the
optical-rectification process), a non-centrosymmetric unit cell is required. This attribute
does not apply to bulk CMG since, having a cubic structure, it keeps the parity symmetry
intact while breaking the time-reversal one due to a Curie temperature higher than 600
K. Therefore, one expects a major contribution in the THz emission from topological
surface states, where the parity symmetry is broken. However, as can be shown in
the following analysis, a complex thickness dependence of the THz emission is found
experimentally, revealing a further THz production mechanism originating from the
bulk. Fig. 3.8a shows the ratio between the THz spectral amplitudes of the three films
(SA(80 nm)/SA(40 nm) blue curve, SA(40 nm)/SA(20 nm) red curve). The dependency
of the THz field with thickness appears indeed non-trivial across the full THz spectrum.
SA(40 nm)/SA(20 nm) is nearly flat above 1 THz with a value ' 2 (doubled field), in
agreement with the thickness ratio. A similar result is found for the ratio between 80
and 40 nm above 1 THz. However, below this frequency, the field increases rapidly for
the 80 nm CMG film. Thinner films of 20 and 40 nm do not host a valuable difference
in their generation in this sub-THz range, while the 80 nm film shows a sharp increase
(nearly a factor 10) in the THz generation efficiency.

Below 1 THz, the spectral content of the films shows an anomalous increase vs.
thickness, suggesting a distinct generation mechanism that cannot be linked to the
bulk, but rather to the surface states. Indeed, as previously demonstrated, CMG
films of thicknesses comprised between 20 and 60 nm display a thickness-independent
magnitude of the anomalous Hall conductivity (AHC) of intrinsic origin (arising from
Berry curvature)101. Whereas for the thickest film, of 80 nm, the AHC is found to
increase by about 40%, and attributed to an enhanced intrinsic contribution from
topological Weyl points and nodal lines, as supported by ab initio calculations101. The
results for the sub-THz generation (see Fig. 3.8a) presents a behavior similar to AHC
data as a function of thickness, thus suggesting a topological origin of this emission, as
induced by a linear photogalvanic effect from the surface states.

Further differences between the 80 nm and the thinner films can be observed in Fig.
3.8b. Here, one shows the behavior of the THz electric field amplitude vs. the pump
fluence F . All films show a first linear increase with F further followed by a saturation
behavior. However, the saturation effect is faster for the 80 nm film than the other two
thicknesses, which behave very similarly. This difference cannot be linked to the bulk
response, as suggested by the equal saturation fluence effect for the 80 and 40 nm film
reflectance (see inset of Fig. 3.8b), which is mainly determined by the bulk carriers.
Indeed, the optical penetration depth at 800 nm is ∼ 50 nm (as measured by transmission
spectroscopy), comparable to the film thickness. The faster THz saturation effect vs. F
in the 80 nm film can then be related to its surface contribution, being dominant with
respect to the bulk response due to the higher Berry curvature as measured by AHC.
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Figure 3.8: Fluence and Polarization dependence of the THz emission from
Co2MnGa thin films. a) Ratios between the 80 nm and the 40 nm spectral amplitudes
(blue) and between the 40 nm and 20 nm spectral amplitudes (red). b) Fluence
dependence of the emitted THz amplitude. The inset shows the nonlinear enhancement
of the films reflectance at 800 nm. c) Ratio between the THz peak-to-peak amplitude
emitted after a linearly (S -pol) and circularly polarized 800 nm pulse. d) Ratio between
the THz spectral amplitude generated by a 80 nm CMG film when pumped by a
circularly over linearly (S -pol) polarized beam. e) THz field amplitude from the 80 nm
film illuminated by an optical pump with variable polarization, as modified by a quarter
waveplate (of angle α). An angle α = 45° identifies a left-circularly polarized light, while
α = 135° a right-circularly polarized one. The sinusoidal red curve identifies a 2α fit.
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Moreover, the saturation behavior having a
√
F functional form is in accordance with

the Floquet two-band model for the production of shift currents77.

From the previous discussion, it is straightforward to distinguish two mechanisms
for THz generation in Co2MnGa. A first mechanism, following a linear increase with
thickness and therefore related to bulk carriers, can be associated to a (non-topological)
photon-drag effect (see below), and a surface mechanism associated to the topological
properties of Co2MnGa, mainly contributing to the sub-THz spectral region. The
superposition of two THz signals, originating from different mechanisms, complicates the
interpretation of photocurrent generation experiments. However, polarization-dependent
measurements are a useful probe to separately investigate the two mechanisms. Indeed,
topological photocurrents are known to be sensitive to the circular polarization of light
due to the circular photo-galvanic effect (CPGE)80,81. This dependence is explained in
terms of an asymmetric depopulation of spin-polarized surface states by optical selection
rules, generating a spin-polarized photocurrent.

Fig. 3.8c shows the ratio (ECpol − ESpol)/ESpol for the three films, where ECpol and
ESpol are the THz (peak-to-peak) amplitude originating from the circularly and linearly
(S -) polarized 800 nm pump, respectively. The ratio is negative for the 20 and 40 nm
films indicating a substantial contribution in the THz emission from the bulk states, as
discussed after, and becomes positive in the 80 nm film, where topological surface states
provide the major contribution. Fig. 3.8d shows the ratio of the THz spectral amplitude
generated by the 80 nm film between the circularly and linearly (S -pol) polarized pump
signal. The bulk generation decreases slightly, while the sub-THz one emitted by the
surface states improves drastically, further supporting the picture of the two generation
mechanisms. The contribution from the CPGE to the THz generation is also confirmed
in the 80 nm sample by the peak-to-peak value of the electric field, measured as a
function of a quarter wave-plate orientation α, converting the 800 nm pump from a
linear to a circular polarization. Fig. 3.8e shows how the THz generation follows a 2α
behavior, as expected from a CPGE generation mechanism80,113,114.

3.3.1 Generation by Photon Drag Effect

As discussed previously, the emission above 1 THz, due to its scaling with thickness, can
be associated to the CMG bulk. In this case, due to the cubic lattice structure of CMG
and therefore to the corresponding parity conservation, the main THz emission mechanism
can be attributed to the photon-drag effect134–137. The photon-drag mechanism was
already observed in metallic thin films due to an effective transfer of momentum from
photons to electrons, thus creating a current along the direction of propagation of
light134,136. When the light is sent on the film with an angle of incidence different
from 0°, the photon-drag current will travel parallel to the material surface and emits
P -polarized THz light. This process takes place in CMG, as proved by the following
study of the THz emission polarization properties.

The THz signal was probed after being transmitted by a rotating (θ) wire grid
polarizer, thus scanning the polarization direction of the beam. The Malus curves for the
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Figure 3.9: Normalized
Malus curves of the emitted
THz from a Co2MnGa thin
film. The THz signal from the 40
nm film is plotted for three linear
polarization orientations of the
800 nm pump. A S -polarization
means an electric field fully lying
on the sample surface.

emitted THz polarization, as obtained by a linearly polarized optical pump, are shown
in Fig. 3.9 for the 40 nm thickness. This film hosts the best bulk-over-surface generation
efficiency (see Fig. 3.8a). The results highlight the THz polarization to be mainly
P -oriented (θ = 90◦), in accordance with a photon-drag generation mechanism134–137,
where the photocurrents are generated by the transfer of momentum from the photons
to the free electrons. A further possibility of a bulk generation induced by a change
in carriers direction caused by the Lorentz force138 has been excluded. In fact, given
the in-plane magnetic easy axis, the generation has been found independent from the
crystal rotation. Moreover, the THz polarization, being almost independent from the
pump linear polarization (see Fig. 3.9), does not support rectification processes, induced
by a parity breaking due to the thin film geometry, as the main bulk THz generation
mechanism. The minor shifts from the P -orientation in Fig. 3.9, observed when the
half wave-plate angle is changed, might originate from the reduction in magnitude (with
respect to the surface generation) of the photon-drag effect when sending a polarization
with components normal to the film surface. However, the polarization dependence is
rendered more difficult when also addressing the possibility of a modulation of the shift
currents by the linear polarization, as found for the topological semimetals like TaAs114

and Mg3Bi2
115.

The bulk photon-drag mechanism can also describe the dampening of the electric field
magnitude for the 20 and 40 nm films in Fig. 3.8c. This is expected by the well-known
surface scattering of electrons: the surface photogalvanic effect (SPGE)136,139. During
illumination, below the film surface, free electrons are created by the interband transitions
and accelerated by the optical electric field, creating positive and negative currents
along the polarization direction. Indeed, for S -polarized light no net current from the
SPGE can be generated (positive and negative currents cancel exactly). However, for
P -polarized light, due to the presence of surface backscattering, an unbalance current
is generated in the direction opposite to the photon-drag current, thus dampening the
total photocurrent. Polarization shifts can be observed also by pumping with a circular
polarization. Fig. 3.10a,b show the Malus curve for the 40 nm (a) and 80 nm (b) films
when pumped by a linear (S -polarized) and circular polarization. The shifts measured
are plotted as a function of thickness in Fig. 3.10c, highlighting a greater shift coming
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Figure 3.10: Circular polarization dependence of the THz emission from
Co2MnGa thin films. a)-b) Malus curves for the THz emitted by the 40 nm and 80
nm films after illumination by a S -polarized (blue) and circular polarized (red) 800 nm
pump. c) THz polarization orientation shift after illumination by a circularly polarized
light.

from the 80 nm sample, as expected by the stronger topological photocurrents.

3.4 Conclusions

The results reported in this chapter highlight the frequency- and time-domain optical
spectroscopy of the topological nodal semimetal Co2MnGa, grown as a thin film over
a MgO substrate. The extraction of the broadband optical conductivity for different
films of variable thickness reveals how the AC transport features are affected by the film
depth, resulting in variable responses both for the intraband and interband excitations.
To better understand the charge carriers behavior, temporal-resolved pump-probe and
THz emission spectroscopy are used. Indeed, understanding the sub-ps dynamics of
topological materials, like CMG, allows the exploration of the interaction between the
electronic, lattice and magnetic degrees of freedom in view of their possible applications
as electro-optical devices.

The out-of-equilibrium low energy response, studied through optical pump-THz
probe measurements, reveals the formation of polaronic quasiparticles with a direct
dependence over the pumping wavelength, fluence, and sample thickness. These results
suggest a strong coupling between the electrons and the lattice, with a subtle dependence
with the thickness in terms of the higher strain effects applied by the substrate to
the thinner films. However, applying an external optical pump to the films does not
lead only to a change in charge carriers mobility, but also induces the production of
photocurrents whose evolution in time cause the emission of THz radiation. The study
of the emitted THz from CMG, when pumping at 800 nm, reveals the presence of two
microscopic mechanisms of different origin: a photon-drag mechanism of non-topological
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nature originating from the bulk of Co2MnGa and providing a spectral range up to 3
THz, and a surface topological photo-galvanic mechanism mainly responsible for the
sub-THz emission. The photon-drag bulk generation mechanism highlights a major
difference with respect to other topological semimetals (like TaAs), studied through THz
emission spectroscopy112–114. There, the THz generation is dominated by the topological
features of the bulk due to the breaking of parity symmetry. Instead, in Co2MnGa,
the combination of topological surface states plus bulk THz emission represents the
major novelty, suggesting a possible application in terms of tunable THz emitter114.
Indeed, recently there has been a shift in interest from semiconductors to semimetals
for optical THz generation efficiency. While the latter can host well known generation
mechanisms like the photo-Dember140 effect or optical rectification141, the ones regarding
THz generation in semimetals are still partially unknown. Indeed, over semiconductors,
semimetals have the advantage of hosting topological quantum phases, allowing the
production of tunable ultrafast photo-currents. In this framework, the investigation
of the THz emission from Co2MnGa adds an important piece in the puzzle of THz
technological cutting-edge research field.
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Chapter 4

Optical Sampling of Dirac States
in MnBi2Te4 Films

The introduction of magnetic elements into a protected topological insulator breaks the
time-reversal symmetry and the magnetic interaction can open a gap in the otherwise
gapless topological Dirac surface states (DSSs)23. This allows various novel topological
quantum states to be generated, like the magnetic topological insulators23,41,82, magnetic
Weyl semimetals83,84 and axion insulators76. A plethora of magneto-electric effects is
predicted from the topological invariants of these novel materials, like the Quantum
anomalous Hall effects (QAHE)73–75, with the appearance of chiral dissipationless
edge channels, half-quantized surface anomalous Hall conductivity76, nonlinear effects
like multiple harmonic generation (MHG)78,79 and the circular photogalvanic effect
(CPGE)80,81. The doping with magnetic elements is the usual mean for exploring
the interaction between topology and magnetism42. However, doping inhomogeneity
leads to complex magnetic ordering and small exchange gaps43. As a consequence, the
various topological quantum effects appear at very low temperatures. Therefore, intrinsic
magnetic topological insulators are highly desired for increasing those temperatures and
for investigating topological quantum phenomena.

MnBi2Te4 (MBT) is a novel intrinsic magnetic topological insulator where an addi-
tional layer of Mn atoms is inserted in the tetradymite structure of Bi2Te4, creating a
septuple-layer of atoms with a Te-Bi-Te-Mn-Te-Bi-Te sequence142,143. The layers are
then stacked through van der Waals (vdW) forces, crystallizing in a rhombohedral layered
structure with the space group R-3m, and creating a layered magnet similar to the
transition metal halides like CrI3

144–146. In MBT, the distance between the Mn layers
causes weak magnetic interlayer coupling147, resulting in an A-type antiferromagnetic
ground state with a Néel temperature of ∼ 24 K, while preserving a ferromagnetic long
range order in the single SLs148–151. Therefore, magnetism and topology are structurally
separated in MBT, with Mn layers inducing magnetism and the Bi-Te layers gener-
ating the topological states. This structural separation makes MBT a case-study for
investigating quantum topological phenomena152,63,107.

The non-trivial topology results in the presence of electronic Dirac Surface States
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(DSSs) at the Γ point in the Brillouin Zone (BZ), which have been observed both in
single crystal153,154 and thin films155 by Angle-Resolved Photoemission Spectroscopy
(ARPES). Below the Néel temperature, the time-reversal symmetry is broken by the
magnetic ordering, causing the system to enter a magnetic topological phase. In this
magnetic phase, the surface Dirac states lose their protection, causing the opening of an
energy gap at the Dirac point whose entity, however, is still under debate107,156.

Although many MBT properties were already measured in single crystals or thin
flakes, it is known that topological insulators crystals can be strongly affected by
impurities and stoichiometric defects157. Therefore, the growth of MBT thin films with
well controlled properties may drastically remove defects and impurities plaguing the
single crystal properties157–161. Indeed, nearly pure DSSs are expected at the Fermi
level for thin films155, differing from the flakes cleaved by single crystals which have
shown to host additional electronic contributions from bulk states153,154. Moreover, due
to the anti-ferromagnetic coupling between the Mn layers, the magnetic properties of the
MBT films can be tuned in the thin film geometry by simply changing the number of
SLs, with a QAHE and an axion insulator state predicted for an odd and even number
of layers, respectively162.

This chapter reports on the investigation of the electrodynamics of high-quality
MnBi2Te4 thin-films, synthesized at different thicknesses through an evaporation process
on a HRFZ-Si(111) substrate.1 In particular, the optical conductivity of five films with
different thickness (7, 12, 20, 30, and 40 SL) are studied through optical spectroscopy
across a very broad spectral range, from Terahertz (THz) to Ultraviolet (UV), as a
function of both thickness and temperature. The rhombohedral crystal structure of
MnBi2Te4 (R-3m space group) is shown in Fig. 4.1a. Bismuth (Bi) and Tellurium (Te)
atoms are bonded to form an ordered structure with a Manganese (Mn) additional layer,
forming a septuple layer structure: Te-Bi-Te-Mn-Te-Bi-Te, and granting the intrinsic
magnetic properties. The black arrows indicate the a, b and c crystal axes, while the
red ones the anti-ferromagnetic coupling between the Mn layers which are stacked and
linked through van der Waals forces.

4.1 Determination of the Dirac States Conductivity

Transmission and reflection measurements were taken through a Vertex 70v FTIR
broadband interferometer, coupled with different detection systems to scan the spectral
range from THz (20 cm−1) to NIR (10000 cm−1). Reflectivity measurements were
collected at higher frequency up to the ultraviolet (30000 cm−1) by a JASCO V770
spectrometer. Fig. 4.2a shows the real part of the extracted optical conductivity σ1(ω)

1The Si(111) substrates (resistivity 10000 Ohm cm) are cleaned by flashing to 1200 °C in ultra-high
vacuum chamber for MBE growth (base pressure 10−9 mbar). The treated Si(111) substrates show sharp
7x7 reconstruction patterns from reflection high energy election diffraction (RHEED). High purity Bi
(99.9999%), Mn (99.9999%) and Te (99.9999%) are co-evaporated onto the substrates which are kept at
a certain temperature of 230℃. The growth is carried out under Te-rich condition, and the flux ratio
between Mn and Bi is kept nominally 1:2. The growth rate is 1 SL/7 min. Post-annealing at 250 °C is
carried out to improve the crystalline quality87.
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Figure 4.1: Optical spectroscopy of MBT thin films. a) View of the crystal
structure of MnBi2Te4. The Bi, Te and Mn atoms are bonded to form a septuple
layer structure, with an anti-ferromagnetic exchange between the Mn layers. The
arrows indicate the crystal axes. The dotted lines highlight the unit cell. b) Schematic
description of the thin film samples over a HRFZ-Si(111) substrate. The two surfaces
are expected to host Dirac states due to the non-trivial topology of the bulk gapped
bands. c) Experimental transmittance of MBT films over a silicon substrate. The black
curves correspond to a Drude-Lorentz fitting (see main text), on the transmittance of
the bare Si substrate (black points) and on the 7 SL film (black dashed line).

of MBT films with different thicknesses, across the whole measured spectrum. σ1(ω) is
obtained through a Kramers-Kronig constrained simultaneous fitting of reflectance and
transmittance data, described through a multi-layer model using the RefFIT software118.
Examples of the transmittance fit are shown as black lines in Fig. 4.1c. The measured
HRFZ-Si(111) optical parameters are used as inputs in the RefFIT procedure. The
optical conductivity for all thicknesses is dominated by a broad absorption band located
between 15000 and 20000 cm−1 which can be associated to bulk interband transitions
in good agreement with data for single crystals164. This broad peak is well separated
from a low-energy metallic contribution appearing for all films below 1000 cm−1 (see
Fig. 4.2b).

An estimation of the electronic gap Eg can be obtained by taking the zero crossing
of a linear fitting curve for the interband conductivity onset. This fitting is plotted for
all films in the inset of Fig. 4.2a through dashed black lines. Their intersections with
the frequency axis provide an estimation for the energy gap. Eg is of the order of 5000
cm−1 (0.62 eV) for the three (20, 30 and 40 SL) thicker films. The gap is subjected to a
red shift with decreasing thickness, reaching nearly 3000 cm−1(0.37 eV) in the 7 SL film.
Although the gap values estimated from our optical measurements are higher than the
absorption edge obtained from bulk MBT148,163,153,164 (nearly 200 meV), they are in
good agreement with ARPES studies on the same films155. Moreover, near 2500 cm−1

(0.3 eV), an additional absorption feature appears for the 7 and 12 SLs films at variance
with the thicker films, hosting instead a smooth decreasing behavior. Given its energy
range, this extra peak could be associated to transitions from the lower energy Dirac
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Figure 4.2: Room temperature optical conductivity at different thicknesses
for MBT thin films. a) Optical conductivity of MBT films from THz to UV, as
extracted for each thickness by the reflectance and transmittance measurements. The
inset shows the fit of the MBT films bulk transitions. An electronic gap Eg ∼ 5000
cm−1 (0.62 eV) is extracted for the three thicker samples. Eg instead softens to 3000
cm−1 (0.37 eV) in the 7 SL film. b) THz conductivity for the five films with different
thicknesses. c) Drude spectral weight (SW) times the thickness (SW·thickness) as a
function of thickness. The free carriers response of MBT shows a monotonic linear
decreasing behavior with thickness, reaching a plateau below 25 nm due to the presence
of DSSs.

cone to the upper one, in analogy to the Pauli blocking transitions in graphene.

Fig. 4.2b shows the real part of the optical conductivity in the terahertz spectral
range, highlighting the metallic absorption edge coming from the low energy states.
Strong thickness dependent changes can be observed, with the thinner 7 SL sample
hosting a conductivity almost 4 times higher than the 40 SL film. To highlight the
contribution of the surface states to the low-energy electrodynamics of MBT, the low-
energy optical conductivity is fitted with a Drude term characterized by a a scattering
rate Γ and a spectral weight SW = ωp

2/8, where ωp is the plasma frequency. To
understand the surface contributions to the Drude response, the spectral weight is
multiplied by the thickness d of films. This result is plotted in Fig. 4.2c as a function of
d. Here, the metallic contribution is nearly constant for the 7, 12 and 20 SL films, and
grows roughly in a linear way at larger thicknesses. The nearly constant value of SW ×d
for films between 7 and 20 SLs suggests that in those films the free-charge contribution
mainly comes from Dirac surface states. This result also supports a surface-related
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origin for the Eg red shift and the increase in strength of the oscillator near 2500 cm−1

(see Fig. 4.2a), both found in the thinner films where the topological surface states are
expected to contribute strongly to the optical conductivity.

For the 7 SL film, it is possible to estimate a surface DC conductance value of
∼ 1.3× 10−3 S, nearly 17 times the quantum conductance G0 = 2e2/h ' 7.75× 10−5

S. This result can be compared with materials like graphene, hosting a conductance of
∼ 2× 10−3 S165,166, and Bi2Se3, with a conductance of ∼ 1.1× 10−3 S167. Supposing
the conductivity of the 7 SL film fully originates from the 2D surface states, it is possible
to link its Drude spectral weight to the density of carriers n2D as168

ω2
pd =

n2De
2

m∗ε0
(4.1)

where m∗ is the mass for the Dirac fermions of the surface states, obtained as the ratio
of the Fermi momentum kF and velocity νF : m∗ = }kF /νF . Considering the surface
state dispersion as purely linear near the Fermi level155, the right part of Eq. 4.1 can be
written as168

ω2
pd =

G0

}
EF
ε0

(4.2)

where G0 is the quantum of conductance (G0 = 2e2/h ' 7.75×10−5 S) and EF = }kF νF
is the Fermi energy. From the Drude fitting we can thus determine EF ∼ 120 meV
and, using the constant Fermi velocity νF = vF = 5.5× 105 m/s extracted by ARPES
measurements155, a Fermi wavevector kF ∼ 0.04 Å−1 is estimated, which can be
compared to the result kF ∼ 0.07 Å−1 obtained by ARPES155.

4.2 Temperature Evolution of the Dirac Carriers

The spectroscopy set-up for the measurements at low temperatures is based on the
Michelson interferometer discussed in section §2.3. As shown in the previous section,
the optical conductivity of the 7 SLs thin film is dominated by Dirac surface states.
Therefore, its optical behavior is investigate as a function of temperature to study the
effect of the magnetic order and then of the time-reversal breaking on the Dirac surface
states. In this regards, optical transmittance measurements weren performed between
20 and 10000 cm−1 from 300 K to 5 K, crossing the Néel temperature at about 24
K. The real part of the optical conductivity is shown in Fig. 4.3a, as extracted from
transmittance measurements through the RefFit program.

As evident from the Figure, the optical conductivity from 300 to 50 K (above the
Néel temperature) is nearly constant, showing a Drude term (associated to mobile Dirac
surface states) below 1000 cm−1, an absorption band in the Mid-Infrared (MIR) around
2500 cm−1 (310 meV) and, at higher frequency, the absorption tail related to interband
bulk transitions, whose linear extrapolation to the frequency axis provides an electronic
gap of about 3000 cm−1 (see above). The inset in Fig. 4.3a schematically describes these
electronic transitions. Below TN ' 24 K, the optical conductivity decreases in the whole
spectral range with respect to all other temperatures. More specifically, the electronic
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Figure 4.3: Temperature dependence of the optical conductivity for the 7
SL MBT film. a) Real optical conductivity at different temperatures. The inset shows
the electronic transitions accounting for the optical conductivity features. b) Drude
spectral weight (SW) as a function of temperature. The inset shows the ratio of the SW
at different temperatures with respect the one at 50 K over the same ratio for the film
resistance. c) Temperature dependence of the Drude scattering rate.

gap hardens to about 4000 cm−1, the Drude term is reduced in intensity, and the MIR
absorption band nearly disappears. This is at variance with single crystal measurements,
where an increase of the optical conductivity with decreasing temperature is observed,
as given by the reduced scattering of the bulk electrons148,164.

The effect of magnetism on the topological surface states can be quantified by
plotting the Drude spectral weight SW as a function of temperature (see Fig. 4.3b).
Here, the SW is approximately constant above 30 K, while decreasing rapidly without
disappearing down to 5 K, i.e., well below the Néel temperature. The optical conductivity
measurements well reproduce the DC behavior of the resistance R on a film of the same
batch, as shown in the inset of Fig. 4.3b. Here the ratio R(T )/R(50K) vs. T (black
line) is compared to the zero-frequency extrapolation of the optical resistivity (ρDC =
1/σ1(ω = 0)) normalized at 50 K (ρDC(T )/ρDC(50K)). Besides some discrepancies
observed around room temperature (probably caused by an extra temperature dependence
of the silicon substrate), the two ratios behave in a very similar way, with a slow rise
below 50 K induced by the scattering rate change (see Fig. 4.3c) and a sharper one
below the Néel temperature linked to the reduction of the Drude spectral weight as
induced by the breaking of the time-reversal symmetry. Indeed, broken time-reversal
symmetry is expected to remove the topological protection of DSSs41, inducing the
formation of a gap at the Dirac node. In this framework, the gap opening modifies
the linear (Dirac) energy-momentum dispersion which, in the magnetic phase, should

become E(k) = ±
√
}2v2

Fk
2 + ∆2, where 2∆ is the gap value41. Since in MBT the Dirac
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node is located well below the Fermi level (' −0.12 eV), the gap opening should only
partially affect the electronic transitions near the Fermi level like the Drude term, whose
spectral weight gets dampened due to the modified energy-momentum dispersion. In
other terms, the gap opening corresponds for the Dirac quasiparticles to acquire an
effective mass, thus decreasing their mobility and conductivity contribution. An estimate
of the gap value can be achieved from the Drude SW reduction below TN , using again
Eq. 4.1, from which it is possible to link the ratio between the SW of the film at two
different temperatures, T1 and T2, with the change of the effective mass m∗ and the 2D
surface electron density n2D as follows

SWT1

SWT2

=
m∗T2
m∗T1

n2D,T1

n2D,T2

(4.3)

To understand the effect of the magnetic phase transition on the spectral weight, the
experimental temperatures T1 = T> > TN and T2 = T< < TN are chosen, respectively
above and below the Néel temperature TN . The 2D electron density for a single surface
takes the form n2D = k2

F /4π
168, while the effective mass is m∗ = }kF /νF , where

νF = (1/})∂EF /∂kF is the Fermi velocity. By using the gapped energy-momentum
dispersion EF =

√
(}vFkF )2 + ∆2 for T<, where 2∆ is the gap41, Eq. 4.3 can be written

as

SWT>

SWT<

=

√
E2
F + ∆2

E2
F −∆2

(4.4)

that describes a reduction of the Drude spectral weigth in the magnetic ordered state,
quantified by the gap value. Using the experimental data, i.e., T< = 5 K, T> = 50 K,
and EF as obtained by Eq. 4.2 (the Fermi energy is approximately constant across the
transition), a gap value 2∆ ' 80 meV is obtained. This result is at variance with recent
high-resolution ARPES data on single crystals153, highlighting an unperturbed Dirac
node even below TN . However, they are in good agreement with recent ARPES results
obtained on MBT thin films grown via MBE169, which propose a large energy gap (> 70
meV) below the Néel temperature for a 5 SL film on silicon. This result confirms the
importance of thin films geometry in highlighting the magnetic gap opening and as a
platform where topological surface states, overcoming bulk contribution, can be used
for device applications. Moreover, our results are in good agreement with theoretical
calculations107 and point contact tunneling spectroscopy results170. These propose a
magnetic gap of about 50-60 meV (∼ 400 − 500 cm−1), slightly lower than the value
extracted in this work, 2∆ ' 80 meV . Therefore, the evidence of a gap opening below
TN , along with the dominant surface states behavior at the Fermi level, highlight the
intrinsic topological character of MBT thin films, in stark contrast with single crystal
and thin flakes.

4.3 Conclusions

In this chapter, the optical properties in a broad spectral range, from Terahertz to UV,
of the intrinsic magnetic topological MnBi2Te4 material are reported. High quality
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MBT thin films were studied at room temperature with different thickness, from 7 to
40 septuple-layers, allowing the separation between the contribution of Dirac surface
free-electron states in the optical conductivity from bulk electronic transitions. In
the 7 SLs (where the Dirac surface states provide the major contribution to the low-
energy conductivity), the behavior of these states is studied by crossing the Néel critical
temperature at nearly 24 K and entering the magnetically time-reversal broken state.
The temperature-dependent optical conductivity measurements indicate the opening
of a gap at the Dirac node, as induced by the broken time-reversal symmetry, in
stark contrast to ARPES measurements in both single crystals and thin flakes, where
contradictory results have been obtained. From the reduction of the Drude spectral
weight below TN , a gap of the order of 80 meV can be estimated, in good agreement
with calculation and tunneling measurements. This optical study indicates that an
intrinsic topological behavior is observed in MnBi2Te4 thin films, opening the road for
exploring the interaction between magnetism and topology and the appearance of novel
electrodynamics effects155,171,172,163.
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Chapter 5

Spectroscopy of the Layered
Ferromagnet CrI3

The spin liquid phase introduced in section 1.4 and, in particular, the Kitaev honeycomb
model, can be used to describe the newly found physical processes that take place in
materials like the Mott-Hubbard insulator α-RuCl3. Here, experimental results reveal the
presence of fractionalized charges, as suggested by a broad continuum resonance observed
through optical means (Raman173 and THz-TDS174,175). This continuum cannot be
explained in terms of conventional two-magnon scattering or structural disorder, but
rather by the Kitaev model predictions. The excitation appears to persist up to 100
K and even below the magnetic ordering temperature (14 K). These results brought
additional interest to the already fascinating research of vdW layered ferromagnets, in
particular to compounds like CrI3 and VI3 that are isostructural to α-RuCl3, thus are
candidates to host the spin liquid phase.

Apart from the spin liquid candidate role, three-dimensional (3D) layered van
der Waals (vdW) crystals176–178 are systems preserving the 2-Dimensional (2D) phe-
nomenology while guaranteeing significant advantages over their applications in 3D bulk
devices179–181. Their emerging functional properties are associated with non conven-
tional electronic behaviors like excitonic interactions and dynamics182 and spin/valley
physics183,184. These exotic electronic properties combined with intrinsic ferromagnetic
order have been found in vdW transition metal halides like CrI3 and CrCl3

144,185–189.
Here, ferromagnetism may sustain novel phases of matter, like the Quantum anomalous
Hall Effect (QAH)41,74 or the spin liquid state already mentioned11,190, opening numerous
opportunities for magneto-optical applications191–193. Moreover, bulk layered vdW mag-
nets can be exploited as substrates, interfacial layers and tunnel barriers for engineering
magnetic proximity effects194,195 and designing novel spintronic applications196,197.

Chromium trihalide CrI3 has been shown to be a cleavable magnetic material with
a great tunability of its magnetic properties with thickness85,198,199. Bulk CrI3 is
a layered c-axis anisotropic ferromagnetic insulator with a Curie temperature of 61
K and a rhombohedral layer stacking below ∼220 K, where a first order structural
phase transition converts the unit cell from a monoclinic room temperature phase200.
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In each layer, the Cr atoms form a honeycomb structure (Fig. 5.1a), with each of
them surrounded by six Iodine atoms in an octahedral coordination85. Remarkably,
few-layer CrI3 has been proved to host anti-ferromagnetic order between the layers,
with a Néel critical temperature of 45 K and a monoclinic stacking198. CrI3 has been
theoretically predicted201,202 to host strong interactions among electronic, phononic and
magnetic degrees of freedom, including a strong spin-orbit coupling (SOC)203–205, with
the appearance of exotic responses like nonreciprocal magneto-electric effects206,207,197.
As a result, CrI3 is a candidate material to host subtle, low energy, emergent phases of
matter20,21. Indeed, recent results208,173,209 have proved how an isostructural compound
like α-RuCl3 is able to host low energy fractionalized excitations reminiscent of a Kitaev
spin liquid phase. Moreover, neutron magnetic scattering measurements on CrI3

210 have
suggested the presence of topological magnon dispersions211, with the appearance of
magnon edge states, analogous to topological insulators for electronic systems. Additional
studies on the magnetic order revealed how the breaking of the spin-rotation invariance
may be caused by large SOC, rather than the crystal field anisotropy204. All these
results lead to a very complex picture of all degrees of freedom interactions in CrI3.

Although theoretical and experimental data suggest CrI3 to be a candidate material
for hosting subtle emergent phases of matter, its bulk electronic and vibrational properties
have never been investigated. The results reported in this chapter address this gap,
by investigating the optical properties of a bulk CrI3 single crystal in its whole phase
diagram covering both the paramagnetic and ferromagnetic phases. CrI3 single crystals
were synthesized by a chemical vapor transport technique1. The crystal structure of
CrI3 is shown in Fig. 5.1a. The Chromium (Cr) and Iodine (I) atoms are bonded to
form honeycomb ordered layers. The arrows indicate the a, b and c crystal axes. The
bulk crystal structure of CrI3 at room temperature is described by a monoclinic (space
group C2/m) unit cell. Below the structural phase transition at Tstruc ∼ 220 K, this
changes to a rhombohedral symmetry (space group R3̄)200.

Reflectance (R) and Transmittance (T) measurements were performed in a broad
spectral range from THz (20 cm−1) to NIR (15000 cm−1) (∼ 2.5 meV – 1.86 eV) and
temperatures from 5 to 300 K. The spectroscopy set-up is based on the Michelson
interferometer discussed in the previous chapter. Fig. 5.1b reports the room temperature
R and T of a CrI3 single crystal with a 300 µm thickness. Fig. 5.1c shows the real
part of the refraction index, while Fig. 5.1d the corresponding absorption coefficient,
both extracted through the RefFit Kramers-Kronig consistent fitting process118. The
reflectance spectrum is dominated by a strong phonon absorption near 230 cm−1, which
can be associated to the in-plane Eu collective oscillations of Cr atoms201 (see Fig.
5.1e). In the far-infrared transmittance, it is possible to resolve additional low energy
absorption peaks, extending to nearly 400 cm−1. Above 400 cm−1, a flat transmittance
(absorbance) is observed, extending up to the crystal-field electronic gap that can be

1A 1 g mixture of the stoichiometric ratio of Cr metal and I2 pieces (Alfa Aesar, 99.99%) was packed
in a sealed evacuated quartz glass tube (22 cm long and 16 mm wide) and heated in a three zone furnace,
set at zone temperatures 650, 550, and 600 °C, for one week. The “charge” was placed in the 650 °C
zone. Many CrI3 crystals were formed in the 550 °C zone. The crystals are stable in air for a few hours.
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observed both in transmittance and reflectance at room-T around 9200 cm−1 (1.14 eV).
The transmittance minima (broad weak maxima in the absorption coefficient, Fig. 5.1d),
appearing on the IR plateau at about 1600 and 3600 cm−1, are instead associated to the
bending and stretching vibrations of few intercalated water molecules among the CrI3

layers212. Indeed, layered systems are common hosting materials for various intercalant
species, ranging from small ions to atoms and molecules213.

Figure 5.1: Infrared spectroscopy measurements of a CrI3 single crystal. a)
Top view of the crystal structure of CrI3. The Cr and I atoms are bonded to form
honeycomb ordered layers. The arrows indicate the crystal axes. b) Optical reflectance
and transmittance of a 300 µm thick CrI3 crystal at 300 K. The reflectance is dominated
by a single phonon mode at 230 cm−1. The measured transmittance highlights instead
a plethora of far infrared vibrational modes and a band-gap around 9200 cm−1. c) Real
part of the refractive index of CrI3 at 300 K. d) Absorption coefficient at 300 K of CrI3.
e In-plane phonon mode of the Cr atoms, associated to the strong vibrational mode at
230 cm−1 in the bulk CrI3.
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5.1 Temperature dependence of the electronic gap

The temperature dependent transmittance measurements in the NIR spectral region are
highlighted in Fig. 5.2a. Here, a huge blue shift (nearly 2000 cm−1) of the electronic
gap Eg can be observed with decreasing temperature from 300 K to 5 K. Eg(T) values
are extracted by a linear fitting of the decreasing transmittance through its intercept
with the frequency axis214. Eg(T) as a function of temperature is reported in Fig.
5.2b. In this Figure, both the ferromagnetic Curie temperature Tc and the structural
transition temperature Tstruc have been indicated by vertical dotted lines. While
across the structural transition the electronic gap presents a smooth behavior, at the
paramagnetic/ferromagnetic transition a discontinuity appears with a robust increase in
the gap value below Tc. Both the lattice expansion and the electron-phonon interaction
may induce a temperature dependence of the electronic gap215,216. Both terms can be
modeled through the Manoogian and Leclerc empirical equation215,217

Eg(T ) = Eg(T = 0) + UT s − V ε (coth(ε/2kBT )− 1) (5.1)

where U , s, V and ε are temperature independent coefficients. U and V are the coupling
constants weighting the lattice expansion and electron-phonon interaction contributions,
respectively, while ε is an energy averaging all the acoustic and optical phonons. Eg data
in Fig. 5.2b for the paramagnetic phase have been fitted through Eq. 5.1. The result
is shown in Fig. 5.2b through a dashed purple line. Fitting coefficients in Eq. 5.1 are
presented in Table 5.1, compared to other semiconductors from literature. The lattice
expansion, parametrized by U , has been found to give a negligible contribution to the
temperature dependence of Eg. The strongest effect is thus given by the electron-phonon
interaction, whose intensity is measured by the coefficient V , higher than the one found
in most of the known semiconductors (see Table 5.1). The further blue shift of the
electronic band gap below the Curie temperature suggests a further dependence of the
electronic gap from the magnetic degrees of freedom.

To quantify this discontinuity, an extra gap-value ∆Eg(T ) can be defined as the
difference between the actual gap value Eg(T ) and that corresponding to the paramagnetic
extrapolation below Tc, ∆Eg(T ) = Eg(T )−Efit(T ). Efit(T ) is determined by using the
Eq. 5.1 fitting process (see Fig. 5.2b). At 5 K (the minimum temperature we reach
in our optical measurements), ∆Eg(T ) = 35 meV . This value cannot be related to a
modification of the electron-phonon interaction, since the phonon spectrum is unaltered
across the transition (see Fig. 5.3c). From the theoretical point of view, a recent
work201 calculates the electronic structure of CrI3 monolayers both in the magnetic
and non-magnetic phase. This paper suggests that the electronic band structure is
strongly perturbed by the magnetic state and depends on the magnetization (M ) easy
axis direction. In particular, the electronic gap is larger when M is along the c-axis than
in the ab plane of the CrI3 structure. This result, calculated for CrI3 monolayer, seems
to be valid also for bulk CrI3 bulk201. In this framework, magnetic measurements218

show that magnetization, in bulk single crystal, develops along the c-axis. In order to
establish a correlation between optical and magnetic data, in the inset of Fig. 5.2b
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we show ∆Eg(T ) normalized to ∆Eg(T = 5). In the same inset, we also plot the
magnetic moment along the c-axis218 normalized to its lowest T (5 K), M(T )/M(5).
As evident from the figure, both quantities follow a very similar trend, suggesting that
the extra gap value is related to the development of the magnetic state. These results
highlight a complex degrees of freedom interplay in CrI3, suggesting that the electronic
gap hardening might be related to a non-trivial coupling between the electrons and the
magnetic order197,199,205.

Figure 5.2: Electronic band gap variation with temperature of CrI3. a)
Measured NIR transmittance for a 300 µm CrI3 slab at various temperatures. A strong
red shift towards higher temperatures is visible. b) Optical band-gap as a function
of temperature. The dotted lines highlight the magnetic and structural transition
temperatures. The paramagnetic phase is fitted through the model in Eq. 5.1. Inset:
comparison of the extra-gap values ∆Eg(T ) (normalized to ∆Eg(5K), see text) and the
magnetization order parameter M(T ) normalized at the lowest temperature218.

5.2 Far infrared response

The far-IR transmittance (T) and reflectance (R) at different temperatures are shown
in Fig. 5.3a,b. The reflectance spectrum is limited to the strong phonon absorption
dominating the response. Fig. 5.3c shows the absorption coefficient as extracted through
the RefFit Kramers-Kronig consistent fitting process of R and T118, using a combination
of Lorentzian functions to reproduce the complex dielectric function

ε(ω) = ε∞ +
∑
j

ν2
pj

(ν2
0j − ν2)− iγjν

(5.2)

where ν is the frequency, ν0j is the central frequency of the j -th excitation, γj is the
damping factor or line-width and νpj is the amplitude. The spectra are composed by
several peaks located between 70 and 360 cm−1 and we observe an overall decrease of the
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Eg(0) (eV) ε (meV) V

CrI3 (paramagnetic) 1.26 26 4.68
CuGaS2

219 2.5 38 1.53
CdGeP2

217 1.89 - 3.2
CdGeAs2

217 0.595 - 1.27
ZnSnSb2

217 0.66 - 3.74
Ge216 0.74 - 2.77
Si216 1.17 - 2.74
GaAs216 1.52 - 3.14

Table 5.1: Coefficients for the band gap frequency shift of semiconductors as a function
of temperature, as obtained by the model of Eq. 5.1. The symbol ”-” highlights missing
values from literature.

absorption by reducing T. Due to the van der Waals nature of the CrI3 crystal and the
in-plane polarization of the incident radiation in this experiment, a single layer model for
the lattice vibrations is expected to describe the experimental phonon absorption peaks.
Indeed, CrI3 layers can be described by the D3d point group symmetry201,220, which
predicts five IR-allowed transitions, namely three Eu modes and two A2u modes, three
inactive modes (one A1u and two A2g), and six Raman-active modes (two A1g and four
Eg). Raman spectra have already been measured in previous works189,221–226, revealing
the presence of magnons and a plethora of magneto-optical effect. The corresponding
Raman peaks at room-T are reported in Table 5.2, together with numerical calculations
(at 0 K)227,228,221 and the IR absorption peaks observed at room-T in our experiment, as
measured by absorption peak maxima. In the theoretical calculation, the heavier iodine
atoms are predicted to dominate the phonon spectrum below 150 cm−1 201,229, therefore
being related to the strong absorption peaks at 82 and 114 cm−1 (Eu modes) and 133
cm−1 (A2u mode). At higher energies, above the strong absorption at 230 cm−1 (Eu
symmetry, mainly due to Cr vibrations), a series of peaks can be seen in Fig. 5.3c, with a
strong spectral weight from 300 to 360 cm−1. These higher frequency excitations are not
predicted by the ab-initio calculations for CrI3

201,229,227. However, their frequencies can
be captured by a linear combination of Raman and IR fundamental modes as reported
in Table 5.2, suggesting an important role of anharmonicity in the phonon spectrum of
CrI3.

Further differences from the D3d point group symmetry predictions can be found in
the presence of extra absorption shoulders at nearly 100, 150, 170 cm−1 and near the
strong Eu peak at 230 cm−1. The presence of these excitations has been investigated
in recent DFT calculations of monolayer CrI3

229, showing their dependence from the
magnetic ordering. Indeed, their temperature dependence (they nearly disappear below
Tc) is not trivial. A similar result is obtained for the A2u predicted in-plane phonon at
133 cm−1 (as measured at T = 300 K), which seems to disappear at low temperatures.
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Figure 5.3: Far infrared spectroscopy of a CrI3 single crystal. a) Optical
transmittance at different temperatures for a 300 µm thick CrI3 single crystal. b) Optical
reflectance window of a 300 µm thick CrI3 at 300 K. The reflectance is dominated by
two phonon modes near 230 cm−1. c) Absorption coefficient at various temperatures as
extracted from the transmittance measurements fitting process. A general transparency
is observed with decreasing temperatures, along with the disappearance of three modes
at very low temperatures. The text highlights the main vibrational modes predicted in
accordance with the D3d point group symmetry.

These results have been explained in terms of a strong spin-phonon coupling229, which
predicts the appearance of a gap in the phonon density of states between the two Eu
modes at 113 and 230 cm−1.

The low-energy (THz) side of the absorption coefficient suggests the presence of
a broad background. Its general shape and temperature dependence can be obtained
by a best fitting process of the absorption coefficient at various temperatures, taking
into account the phonon peaks previously discussed (see the inset of Fig. 5.4 for an
example of fitting at 300 K). An absorption background has been observed in the THz
range in α-RuCl3

175,230. Although strongly debated, this background has been mainly
associated to Kitaev spin liquid excitations. In CrI3, at variance with α-RuCl3, this broad
absorption, centered around 70 cm−1, is already present at room-T and decreases with
reducing T, nearly saturating below Tc (see Fig. 5.4). The broad temperature-dependent
THz background could have electronic, lattice, or magnetic origins. Bulk CrI3 is a very
good electric insulator with an electronic gap around 1.2 eV. This implies that we do not
expect thermally-induced free electrons in the material (in particular at low-T ), which
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Raman-active IR-active IR-active (two-phonons)

52 [50.1] (Eg) 60 [56.8] (A2u) 276 (230Eu + 52Eg)
79 [76.1] (A1g) 82 [80.3] (Eu) 291 (230Eg + 60A2u)
99 [101.8] (Eg) 113 [114.3] (Eu) 310 (230Eu + 79A1g)
105 [107.5] (Eg) 133 [133.3] (A2u) 326 (230Eu + 99Eg)
128 [129] (A1g) 230 [225.3] (Eu) 337 (230Eu + 105Eg)
230 [241.1] (Eg) 347 (230Eg + 113Eu)

Table 5.2: CrI3 vibrational modes frequencies (in cm−1) at 300 K. The values in the
quadratic brackets highlight the in-plane Raman- and IR-active modes at 0 K, as obtained
by DFT results201. The first column shows the experimental Raman modes228,221. The
IR-active experimental modes obtained in this work are shown in the second and third
columns.

can affect the absorption in the THz range. This excludes an electronic origin of the
THz background. In RuCl3 Kitaev-like material, where many theoretical calculations
exist for the 3D magnetism, a similar background (of magnetic origin) increases with
decreasing T . In CrI3, instead, it is a decreasing function of T , nearly reaching an
intensity saturation at Tc. Moreover, it is located around 10 meV, an energy larger
than the exchange magnetic energy in CrI3 (J ∼ 3 meV )204. This difference, associated
to the decreasing T -dependence, suggests a non-magnetic origin. The last mechanism,
i.e., acoustic phonon assisted absorption, has been proposed some years ago to explain
some extra absorption in the THz and sub-THz regions in alkali-halides231,232. The
extra absorption corresponds to processes in which optical modes are excited by photons
concomitantly with the absorption of acoustic modes at high wavevectors. Due to the
quasi-continuum distribution of acoustic modes, one expects a broad absorption band,
which depend on T due to the modes T -dependence. In conclusion, the characteristic
background energy (nearly 10 meV) and its temperature dependence seem to rule out
both a magnetic and electronic origins, suggesting instead an acoustic assisted mechanism
at the main contributor.

5.3 Anharmonic properties of the optical phonons

Due to the correlations found in CrI3, and the possibility to exploit them for nanoscale
electro-optical, spintronic and caloritronic applications, a study of the lattice anharmonic
properties and energy relaxation is also required. Indeed, the electron-phonon (e-ph)
and phonon-phonon (ph-ph) interactions play a key role in the electrical transport. The
interaction of electrons with vibrational modes (e-ph) is proportional to the number
of phonons, which is determined by the balance between their generation and their
thermalization times233. When the ph-ph interactions are not efficient enough to
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Figure 5.4: Absorption spectrum after
removing the predicted in-plane phonon
resonances and the few major peaks lack-
ing a clear identification. A general
absorptive background is highlighted
across the low energy spectrum, show-
ing an increasing transparency with the
lowering temperature. The inset shows
the contribution of the absorptive back-
ground (black curve) to the total absorp-
tion coefficient at 300 K (blue curve).
The gray curve shows the contributions
coming from the known phonon peaks.

thermalize the phonons to the equilibrium Bose-Einstein distribution, a non-thermal
phonon population (hot phonons) can build up, eventually limiting the electronic
transport properties of the system. This is especially true in 2D materials, where the
reduced dimensionality decreases the density of decay channels234.

The increase in the material transparency to FIR radiation with decreasing tempera-
ture, as seen in Fig. 5.3c, suggests an important role of anharmonicity in the vibrational
spectrum of CrI3

235,236,230. To further analyze these anharmonic effects, we studied
the central frequency shift and line-width variation of the phonon absorption peaks
as a function of temperature. We highlight this process in Fig. 5.5 and 5.6 for eleven
different phononic excitations indexed in terms of their central frequency (at 300 K) and
symmetry: P1 (82 cm−1, Eu), P2 (113 cm−1, Eu), P3 (133 cm−1, A2u), P4 (276 cm−1,
Eu +Eg), P5 (291 cm−1, Eg +A2u), P6 (310 cm−1, Eu +A1g), P7 (326 cm−1, Eu +Eg),
P8 (337 cm−1, Eu + Eg), P9 (347 cm−1, Eu + Eg), Q1 (224.5 cm−1, Eu), Q2 (231.5
cm−1, Eu). Fig. 5.5a shows the contribution of the three lowest-frequency phonons to
the absorption coefficient. Their central frequency shifts as a function of temperature are
shown in Fig. 5.5b. The values are normalized with respect to the 5 K central frequency
of the three modes, while the single curves have been shifted by a vertical offset for clarity.
The sharp difference in the central frequency of peak P1 (blue) and P3 (green) between
250 K and 200 K can be associated to the structural first order transition predicted for
CrI3, which converts the crystal structure from monoclinic to rhombohedral, affecting
both the in-plane and out-of-plane atomic distances200. Apart from these structural
changes, only small deviations can be resolved in the frequency softening with increasing
temperature, suggesting weak thermal expansion (quasi-harmonic) and phonon scattering
(anharmonic) contributions. Indeed, information on the phonon scattering mechanism
can be obtained by the study of both the line-widths and frequency shifts of the phonon
modes, as highlighted in Eq. 5.5 and 5.4 (see section §5.5), respectively. As we look
at the line-widths behavior with temperature in Fig. 5.5c, it is possible to highlight
three different patterns. P1 shows weak phonon interactions, as expected for the lowest
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Figure 5.5: Frequency shift and line-width variation of the CrI3 vibrational
modes with temperature. a) Depiction of three low frequency modes in the FIR
absorption spectrum. The black points highlight the temperature evolution. b-c) Central
frequency and line-width evolution of the P1, P2 and P3 phonon modes. The dotted
lines are a guide for the eye. The values have been plotted as a difference with respect to
the 5 K value, and shifted by an offset for clarity. Error bars are extracted from the best
fitting process of the Lorentzian function. d) Reflectance window highlighting the Q1
and Q2 phonon modes at varying temperature. e-f) Central frequency and line-width
evolution of the Q1 and Q2 phonon modes. The values for the frequency shift have been
plotted as a difference with respect to the 5 K value, and shifted by an offset for clarity.
Discontinuous lines highlight the best fitting procedure in accordance to Eq. 4.3.

energy modes, due to the reduced density of available decay channels. P2, instead,
seems to show a minor increase of the line-width with the growing temperature. This
is indeed a fingerprint of an anharmonic effect given by ph-ph interaction, since the
decay channels due to multiple phonon scattering increase at higher temperatures due to
the growing phonon population. P3 follows a complete opposite behavior with respect
to P2, as it predicts a decreasing line-width (higher decay times) with the growing
temperature. This growth is sharply enhanced below the Curie temperature where the
peak also starts to disappear completely from the absorption spectrum. However, above
the magnetic transition, the softening of the line-width with the increasing temperature
cannot be explained in terms of ph-ph scattering process. The hardening of phonon
modes with increasing temperature is usually associated to an e-ph interaction, since
the e-ph line-width is proportional to the difference between the occupations of states
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below and above the Fermi energy. However, the decay channel of such a low frequency
mode suggests the presence of an electronic continuum at low energies and across the
whole range of measured temperatures, which is not expected by the band structure and
ARPES data for CrI3

237. Additional causes contributing to this effect can be found in
the structural transition, addressing the modifications between 250 K and 200 K, and in
the presence of a residual magnetic scattering pathway above the Curie temperature.
Indeed, similar effects have been found in the iso-structural material α-RuCl3, where a
broad magnetic continuum has been found to survive up to 100 K230,175, well above the
magnetic ordering temperature of 14 K.

Near 230 cm−1 two strong Cr Eu vibrational modes (Q1 and Q2, see Fig. 5.5d)
dominate the absorption spectrum. This double nature is hidden at 300 K by the
reststrahlen effect and starts to appear at low temperatures due to a reduction of the
modes line-width. On purely symmetric grounds, only a single Eu mode is expected by
the D3d point group. However, DFT+SOC calculations201 have proved the presence of
an additional nearly degenerate mode. The expected frequency separation is predicted
to be smaller than 1 cm−1 both in the ferromagnetic and anti-ferromagnetic ground
state. This is clearly in contrast to the shift observed experimentally, nearly 7 cm−1

and constant with temperature. The splitting of optical phonons in semiconductors
is usually related to the long-range Coulomb screening which causes the longitudinal
mode to increase in frequency with respect to the transverse ones238, as described by
the Lyddane-Sachs-Teller (LST) relation239. Further anharmonic mechanisms given by
the ph-ph interaction can also be neglected due to the temperature independence of the
frequency difference, altogether with effects coming from the magnetic order, leaving
the spin-orbit coupling and Coulomb screening as the possible contributors. Indeed,
such a massive frequency separation would suggests a massive SOC in CrI3, as already
pointed out in other works210. Moreover, the LST mechanism is ruled out in 2D layered
structures240, thus the future probing of the monolayer CrI3 infrared activity would
shine light on the origin of this splitting.

The temperature modulations of the Q1 and Q2 modes are shown in Fig. 5.5e and
5.5f, for the frequency shift and line-width behavior respectively, obtained from the
reflectance analysis fit at different temperatures. From the knowledge of the thermal
expansion coefficient and Grüneisen constants for the CrI3 lattice vibrations229, the
quasi-harmonic term in Eq. 5.4 given by the lattice expansion has been found negligible
in the analysis of the frequency shift of all modes. The presence of 3- and 4-scattering
anharmonic terms in the Cr Eu modes is thus proved by the frequency shift. The
results for the model equation coefficients are shown in table 5.3 and in Fig. 5.5e as
discontinuous fitting lines. The four-scattering processes contribute strongly to both Q1
and Q2, while the three-scattering ones have been found non-negligible only for Q2.

This result can be explained in terms of the low DOS of phonons at disposal for the
decay process, constraining the Q1 and Q2 modes to interact with many low energy
modes. Differently, the analysis of the line-width of Q1 and Q2 cannot be completed
through the simple ph-ph scattering processes described by Eq. 5.5. As already visible
in the reflectance behavior in Fig. 5.5d, the phonons Lorentzian line-widths follow a
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Figure 5.6: Frequency shift and line-width variation of the CrI3 vibrational
modes with temperature. a) Frequency modes in the FIR absorption spectrum: P4,
P5 and P6. b-c) Frequency and line-width evolution with temperature of the vibrational
modes: P4, P5 and P6. The values are plotted as a difference with respect to the 5 K
value, and shifted by an offset for clarity. The frequency shifts are fitted (discontinuous
lines) by the model of Eq. 5.4. Error bars are extracted from the best fitting process of
the Lorentzian function. d) Highest frequency modes in the FIR absorption spectrum:
P7, P8 and P9. e-f) Frequency and line-width variation with temperature for P7, P8
and P9 phonon modes. The values are plotted as a difference with respect to the 5 K
value, and shifted by an offset for clarity. Discontinuous lines highlight the best fitting
procedure in accordance to Eq. 5.4 and Eq. 5.5.

steep decreasing slope with increasing temperature before slowing down from 100 K and
inverting the behavior at 200 K for Q1 and already at 100 K for Q2. Similar features
have been observed for the reststrahlen band in α-RuCl3

230. This effect has been linked
to the stacking sequence, proposing that in α-RuCl3 the stacking order and stacking
sequence play a fundamental role in determining the overall reflectance, actually boosting
the reflectance by a factor of two across the structural transition. However, this is not
the case for CrI3, where the reflectivity enhancement is merely 10%. Moreover, for the
lower energetic phonon modes, the modifications induced by the structural transition do
not disperse across a broad interval of temperatures, thus suggesting a different origin
for the line-width variation with temperature of Q1 and Q2. At low temperatures, this
behavior can be explained in terms of the same processes introduced for P3, while in the
high temperature regime the anharmonic phonon processes dominate the temperature
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P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 Q1 Q2

A (cm−1) -2.7 -3.6 -3 -1.8 -2.2 -3.7 0 -0.2
B (×10−2 cm−1) -4.5 -1.3 -1 -18 -20 -5 -12 -18
C (×10−1 cm−1) - - - -4 -3.8 -18 - -
D (×10−1 cm−1) - - - -5 -5.4 -6 - -

Table 5.3: Fitting parameters of Eq. 5.4 and 5.5 for the vibrational modes highlighted
in Fig. 5.5 and 5.6. For all values, a 20% relative uncertainty must be considered, as
extracted by the best fitting process.

dependence. Indeed, these results for Q1 and Q2 also support the idea of a magnetic
dissipation pathway existing above the Curie temperature.

Similarly to the mode Q1 and Q2, blue shifts with decreasing temperature can be
highlighted also for the higher energy modes seen in Fig. 5.6a. As previously discussed,
these modes can be described by a linear superposition of the 230 cm−1 Eg Raman
or IR modes with further low energy lattice excitations. Since the line-width of these
excitations are constant across the temperature range (see Fig. 5.6c, the Q1 and Q2
modes line-width is small with respect to the P4, P5 and P6 one), we report in table 5.3
only the coefficients of Eq. 5.4 for the frequency shift, obtained from the best fit curves
shown in Fig. 5.6b as discontinuous lines. The results highlight a dominant contribution
given by the three-scattering processes, as expected for high frequency modes due to the
high phonon DOS at lower energies participating to the decay mechanism.

To fully conclude the anharmonic analysis, we consider the highest energy modes
highlighted in Fig. 5.6d, which are again given by a linear superposition of lower
frequency IR- and Raman-active phonons. The frequency shift and line-width variation
suggests strong ph-ph scattering processes, with a dominant contribution given by the
three-scattering pathways for the frequency shift, similarly to P4, P5 and P6. The best
fit results for Eq. 5.4 and 5.5 are shown in table 5.3 and as discontinuous curves in Fig.
5.6e and 5.6f. Indeed, the magnitude of the line-width variation with temperature is a
fingerprint of strong anharmonicity caused by the high density of lower energetic decay
channels.

5.4 Conclusions

The results highlighted in this chapter suggest a complex low-energy optical response
of bulk CrI3. In the NIR spectral range, it possesses an insulating optical gap around
1.1 eV at 300 K which strongly depends on temperature, showing a robust hardening
for decreasing T. This hardening is due to a huge electron-phonon interaction which is
reinforced below the Curie critical temperature at nearly 60 K. This indicates a complex
interaction scenario among lattice, electronic and magnetic degrees of freedom in CrI3
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system.

By studying the far-IR/THz absorption spectrum, several phonon peaks are observed
that can be assigned in agreement to the D3d point group symmetry and DFT calculations.
The finding of some magnetic-sensitive peaks could be the first experimental evidence
that these lowest-frequency absorptive terms exhibit strong spin-phonon coupling. The
phonons absorption is also superimposed to a broad background already visible at 300
K and having a decreasing magnitude with T . This is at variance with the isostructural
α-RuCl3 compound, where the absorption background increases at low-T and has been
associated mainly to Kitaev spin liquid excitations. Although CrI3 has been suggested
to be a candidate to host similar fractionalizated excitations, as indicated by recent
theoretical results241 and by the discovery of gapped Dirac magnon dispersions210, this
absorption background could have a different origin probably related to the strong lattice
anharmonicities. Indeed, the study of the IR phonons reveal significant modes softening
and line-width changes with varying temperature, described in terms of multi-phonon
and spin-phonon scattering processes. An anomalous behavior of the vibrational modes
at 133 cm−1 (A2u) and near 230 cm−1 (Eu) can be highlighted, suggesting a spin-phonon
coupling at lower energies extending for temperatures above the magnetic transition.
These results suggest CrI3 as a material hosting strong correlations, picturing a complex
interplay between the lattice, magnetic and electronic degrees of freedom.

5.5 Methods: Models for anharmonic phonon scattering

The variations in line-width and frequency shift of the vibrational modes with tempera-
ture can be examined through the theory of anharmonic phonon-phonon interactions
and thermal expansion of the lattice242,243. In particular, the frequency shift ∆ν of the
phonons at constant pressure arises from a pure-volume contribution (∆ν)latt resulting
from thermal expansion, plus pure-temperature contributions (∆ν)anh given by phonon-
phonon scattering anharmonicities243–245

∆ν = (∆ν)latt + (∆ν)anh (5.3)

The cubic and quartic anharmonicities are described by factors which include contribu-
tions from three- and four-phonon anharmonic processes. Equation 5.3 can be written
as244,245

∆ν = ν0

(
e−γβT − 1

)
+A

[
1 +

2

ehν0/2kBT − 1

]
+ (5.4)

+B

[
1 +

3

ehν0/3kBT − 1
+

3

(ehν0/3kBT − 1)2

]
where ν0 is the zero Kelvin frequency, approximated by the 5 K experimental value in
fitting process. The coefficient γβ is given by the product of the Grüneisen parameter
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γ and the volume thermal expansion coefficient β, while A and B are coefficients that
weight the three- and four-phonon anharmonic processes, respectively.

A similar result can be written for the line-width behavior of the vibrational modes,
which gives information on the decay processes in act. Indeed, the dominant decay
process involves the annihilation of the original phonon and the creation of two or three
lower energy phonons. These second-generation phonons are typically acoustic and in
turn decay into even lower energy vibrations, eventually reaching equilibrium with the
thermal bath. Since the ph-ph scattering processes are sensible to the phonon popula-
tion, this induces a dependence of the line-width of the single modes from temperature.
The resulting relation follows the same analytical form of Eq. 5.4, but with the bene-
fit of having a null dependence on the quasi-harmonic term induced by the lattice dilation

Γ(T ) = Γ0 + C

[
1 +

2

ehν0/2kBT − 1

]
+D

[
1 +

3

ehν0/3kBT − 1
+

3

(ehν0/3kBT − 1)2

]
(5.5)

Here Γ0 is the line-width at T = 0 K and the coefficients C and D are constants
characterizing the contribution of the three- and four-phonon processes to the line-width,
respectively.
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Part II

High Temperature
Superconductivity in Nickelates
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Chapter 6

Optical Study of
Superconductivity in
Nd1−xSrxNiO2

In the years after the discovery of the first theoretical models for superconductivity,
higher values of Tc for the conventional theory seemed impossible to achieve, which led
Cohen and Anderson to postulate in 1972 that a hard limit of 25 K must exist for the Tc
of conventional superconductors. This idea, based on several misconceptions on material
properties and stability limits, had a long-lasting detrimental impact in the field for the
following decades. High-Tc cuprates, discovered in 1986, and iron-based superconductors,
discovered in 2006, technically did not contradict the Cohen-Anderson limit, since in
these cases superconductivity is not of conventional electron-phonon origin.

High temperature superconductivity (HTSC) remains a key problem in condensed
matter. The challenge is well described by the cuprates, highly-correlated materials
whose superconducting and normal-state properties are puzzling scientists even 35 years
after their discovery246. One way to overcome this impasse is a “reasoning-by-analogy”
approach, meaning the study of similar systems with a controlled degree of correlation.
As such, the discovery of iron-based superconductors reinvigorated the field247,248, while
twisted bilayer graphene extended the question beyond bulk systems249,250. Due to the
similar crystal and electronic structure with respect to cuprates251,252, the family of
nickelates is also a candidate for the study of HTSC. The compounds of this family
have the perovskyte chemical formula RNiO3 (R = rare-earth). Their structure can
be modified into an infinite-layered one, analogous to cuprates, by removing the apical
oxygens from the NiO6 octahedra with reducing agents such as hydrogen (see Fig.
6.1). This is the so-called topotactic reduction which, in practice, may have unwanted
consequences such as hydrogen intercalation into the sample253. The new Ni-based
structure is built from 2D planes of NiO2 interchanged with dopant ions that form
spacer layers, equivalent to the CuO2 planes in cuprates. The Ni atom features a
nominal 1+ oxidation state that provides the same 3d9 electronic configuration of Cu2+
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Figure 6.1: Topotactic reduction of nickelate thin films. Schematic crystal structures of
Nd0.8Sr0.2NiO3 (left) and Nd0.8Sr0.2NiO2 (right) thin films on a SrTiO3 (001) substrate.
The figure is adapted from ref.254.

in isostructural high-Tc cuprates. In reality, however, there are qualitative differences
between the properties of these systems. For example, LaNiO2, the first synthetized
compund of this type, is weakly conducting and posses no magnetic order255,256, while
the cuprates on the contrary are insulating antiferromagnets in their parent phases.

Moreover, no superconductivity has been found so far in the parent phases of
nickleates. This can emerge only via charge carrier doping as in the cuprates, which
represents an additional challenge since it has only been achieved by means of thin-film
growth (limited to ∼10 nm) techniques like pulsed laser deposition (PLD) and molecular
beam epitaxy (MBE)257, while superconductivity in doped bulk samples is yet to be
reported. In this context, a superconductive phase was recently verified experimentally
in Sr-doped NdNiO2 thin films grown on STO substrates, more than 20 years after their
first theoretical prediction258. It was soon followed by the discovery of a superconductive
phase in Sr-doped (Pr/La)NiO2 and Ca-doped LaNiO2.

The infinite-layer nickelate Nd1−xSrxNiO2 is synthesized via softchemistry topotac-
tic reduction259 on a STO substrate. The phase diagram of Nd1−xSrxNiO2 shows a
superconductive dome, with the highest critical temperature (of about 15 K) at Sr
doping x = 0.2260. The presence of the STO substrate is essential for producing the
superconductive phase, giving an unusual picture in which the substrate both strains the
crystal and stabilizes this phase. Moreover, Hall measurements254 and ab-initio simula-
tions261–265 highlighted a complex picture behind the symmetry of the order parameter,
in which the superconductive mechanism appears inconsistent with the picture of a
simple hole doped electronic band. Indeed, the description of the electronic structure
near the Fermi level might require up to three bands and their hybridization266, and
contributions coming from the 4f shells have also been proposed267. Furthermore, the
role of electronic correlations has been pointed-out recently268, although an estimate of
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their importance is still lacking. On the other hand, the electron-phonon coupling has
been ruled out as the exclusive origin of the observed superconductivity266, with spin
fluctuations playing a key role despite the absence of long-range magnetic order265,269.

To determine the superconducting gap (2∆) and the pairing mechanism of the
superconducting state, Terahertz (THz) or microwave absorption spectroscopy270–272,
tunneling spectroscopy273, specific heat274,275, and London penetration depth techniques
are the prevailing experimental methods. In the case of Nd1−xSrxNiO2, London pen-
etration depth measurements produce consistent data between different independent
reports276,277, but the paramagnetic background and limited quality of the samples
leave the interpretation open for further debate. Moreover, tunneling measurements
on Nd1−xSrxNiO2 were also performed278, suggesting the presence of two different
superconducting gaps at 3.9 meV and 2.35 meV.

On the other hand, no optical investigations of superconductive Nd0.8Sr0.2NiO2 films
were reported, due in part to the presence of the SrTiO3 substrate, reflecting close to 100%
of the THz light through its soft phonon mode. Since optical investigations contributed
a great deal to shed light on the high temperature superconductivity mechanism through
evaluations of the superconductive gap, the penetration depth, the scattering mechanism
and coherence effects279–284, these measurements are highly longed for.

This chapter reports on the optical reflectance R(ω) of an optimally doped NdSrNiO2

film over a STO substrate across a broad range of frequencies ω, from Terahertz (THz)
to visible light (VIS), as obtained by combining THz radiation, generated from the
AILES beamline@Soleil third generation synchrotron machine, with conventional optical
spectroscopy. The normal-state optical conductivity, derived from these measurements,
is described by a superposition of a Drude term and an absorption band in the Mid-IR.
This scenario is common to other metallic oxides including cuprates and suggests an
important role of electronic correlations in the NiO2 plane. In the superconducting state,
the energy gap (2∆) is evaluated by fitting the THz reflectance at different temperatures
with the Mattis-Bardeen model. Additionally, an estimation of the magnetic penetration
depth is obtained through the study of the Drude spectral weight transfer to the Cooper
pairs.

6.1 Normal State Analysis

All reflectance measurements were performed on a 10 nm thick, optimally doped
Nd0.8Sr0.2NiO2 film, grown on a 500 µm SrTiO3 (STO) (001) substrate (see Fig. 6.2a),
through the soft chemistry topotactic reduction using CaH2 as described in ref.260. The
film optical properties from THz to VIS have been probed using a combination of different
spectrometers. The THz reflectance measurements have been performed at the infrared
spectroscopy beamline AILES (Advanced Infrared Line Exploited for Spectroscopy),
Synchrotron SOLEIL285. Exploiting the high brightness of the synchrotron radiation
source. THz spectra in the 10−600 cm−1 range were obtained using a Bruker IFS125HR
Fourier transform spectrometer evacuated at pressures lower than 10−4 mbar to avoid
absorption by water and residual gas. The (10 − 60 cm−1) spectral range has been
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Figure 6.2: — Reflectance spectroscopy of a Nd0.8Sr0.2NiO2/STO thin film.
a) Schematic view of Nd0.8Sr0.2NiO2/STO thin film sample and incoming I0 and reflected
light intensity IR = RI0 (R is the reflectance). Crystal structures are represented in the
magnification circles. b) Broadband reflectance spectra of Nd0.8Sr0.2NiO2/STO thin
film (light blue line) and STO substrate (red line) at room temperature. The real (σ1)
and imaginary (σ2) part of the film’s optical conductivity at 300 K are plotted in the
inset together with the (σD1 ) Drude (dashed-dotted line) and (σIB1 ) Mid-IR band (dashed
line) fitting results.

measured with a resolution of 0.5 cm−1 using a 50 microns Mylar beamsplitter combined
with a bolometer cooled at 1.6 K having a signal-to-noise ratio of 1700:1. The error
bar on the measured reflectivity is 0.2%. For the (40− 600 cm−1) range, the spectral
resolution of 2 cm−1 were obtained using a 6 microns Mylar combined with a bolometer
cooled at 4.2 K. Above 600 cm−1, a MCT detector cooled at 4.2 K was used, together
with a KBr beamsplitter. A low vibration pulse tube cryostat was used to achieve
temperatures down to 5 K from room temperature. This system contains a sample
holder which is mechanically decoupled from its cold finger, allowing minimum sample
vibrations. The absolute reflectance spectra were obtained by measuring the signal re-
flected in the THz divided by the signal of the gold evaporated sample. Broadband room
temperature measurements have been obtained at the Sapienza Terahertz Laboratory at
Sapienza University of Rome, through a Vertex 70v FTIR broadband interferometer, for
frequencies between 50 and 5000 cm−1, and a JASCO v-770 IR-UV spectrometer for the
interval from 3000 to 20000 cm−1.

The optical reflectance measured at room temperature is shown in Fig. 6.2b, across a
wide range of frequencies, from THz to VIS for both Nd0.8Sr0.2NiO2 film and bare STO
substrate. For the STO substrate, a series of strong transverse optical (TO) phonon
modes is observed. Starting from lower frequencies, these can be identified as286,287:
TO1 at 100 cm−1 (soft mode), TO2 at 176 cm−1 and TO3 at 540 cm−1. The reflectance
of Nd0.8Sr0.2NiO2 film shows a similar behavior of STO with a small decrease above
200 cm−1, mainly related to the Drude metallic absorption, and an increase above 1000
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Figure 6.3: a) Broadband optical indices of the SrTiO3 substrate at 300 K. The results
are in accordance with previous works288. b) THz reflectance of the SrTiO3 substrate
as a function of temperature. The soft phonon mode is clearly shifting toward lower
frequencies by decreasing temperature. c-d) Extracted optical constants n (c) and k (d)
for the STO substrate for temperatures between 5 and 300 K in the energy range below
120 cm−1 (soft mode region).

cm−1 associated to an absorption band in the infrared spectral region (see discussion of
Eq.6.1). Due to its limited thickness, below 200 cm−1 the film absorption dampens and
the reflectance converges to the one of the bare substrate.

To analyze the behaviour of the Nd0.8Sr0.2NiO2 film, it is necessary to consider the
optical response of the substrate. The SrTiO3 substrate possesses well known optical
features in the low energy spectrum. In particular, due to its incipient ferroelectric
nature, a soft phonon mode is expected, with a strong dependence on temperature. This
can be seen in Fig. 6.3b, where the absolute reflectance increases at THz frequencies
with decreasing temperatures. This is due to the strong red shift of this soft mode. The
absolute reflectance of the substrate was fitted using a Kramers-Kronig constrained
fit of a multi-oscillators Lorentz model. The results are shown in Fig. 6.3, being in
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accordance with the known literature288. The Nd0.8Sr0.2NiO2 film is modeled in terms
of an air/film/STO trilayer (see Eq. B.1) and fitted through the RefFit program. In
particular, the optical properties of Nd0.8Sr0.2NiO2 have been described in the normal
state in terms of a Drude-Lorentz model. The complex conductivity expressed in units
of S · cm−1 takes the form289

σ(ω) =
2π

Z0

ω2
p

Γ− iω
+

2π

Z0

ωω2
pL

γω − i(ω2
0 − ω2)

(6.1)

where Z0 is the free space impedance (377 Ω) and the frequencies are expressed in
units of cm−1. In the Drude term, ωp is the Drude plasma frequency while Γ = 1/τ is
the scattering rate, with τ being the scattering time. The Lorentz oscillator is instead
described by its characteristic frequency (ω0) and intensity (ω2

pL
) and scattering rate

γ. In the fitting procedure, the real (n) and imaginary (k) parts of STO refraction
index have been used as inputs in Eq. B.1, taking into account the contribution to the
reflectance coming from the substrate layer.

The use of a two-oscillators model (Drude+MIR band) might seem trivial for the
understanding of such a complex material. However, the best fit procedure suggests the
presence of a broad Drude contribution coming from the high intraband scattering rate.
This is actually in agreement with the bad metallicity predicted for this material254, which
is 10 times smaller than the one expected from cuprates single crystals like BSCCO290,
even if a high density of carriers is predicted by Hall measurements (∼ 1021 cm−3)260.
Moreover, the use of the model in Eq. 6.1 is supported by the literature covering the
optical conductivity of cuprates280. Here, the description of the optical conductivity
strongly depends on temperature, doping, and the type of cuprate family291–294. In
such a complex framework, the modeling of the conductivity, in particular for thin films,
should minimize the number of absorption terms to be put in Eq. 6.1. The model
based on two oscillators is sufficient to fit the reflectance curve for Nd0.8Sr0.2NiO2 up
to the VIS spectrum, where the differences in reflectance between the bare substrate
and the film/substrate are small and can be fitted by the MIR interband and Drude tail
contributing to the optical conductivity. Indeed, the MIR band may be contaminated
by coherent contributions coming from transitions between bands close to the Fermi
level or more generally by the interband transitions, which could be located at energies
higher than the MIR feature. However, these contributions are expected to just add a
small amount of spectral weight295.

The inset of Fig. 6.2b shows the real (σ1(ω), black line) and imaginary part (σ2(ω),
gray line) of the optical conductivity for the Nd0.8Sr0.2NiO2 film in its normal-state
together with the Drude term (dashed-dotted line) and the MIR band (dashed line). A
Drude plasma frequency ωp ' 8500 cm−1 is extracted from the fitting, together with
a scattering time τ ∼ 1.39 × 10−14 s. Such a low scattering time is probably related
to the quasi-2D geometry of the material. The DC conductivity is comparable to the
best films produced260. However, a direct comparison with literature is not possible
since the resistivity might be affected by the presence of more intercalating hydrogen
during the reduction process260. The MIR band is centered at ω0 = 4000 cm−1 with
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Figure 6.4: a) Infrared reflectance of the Nd0.8Sr0.2NiO2 film over STO at 300 K and
20 K. b) Broadband real conductivity of the Nd0.8Sr0.2NiO2 film at 300 K and 20 K.

an amplitude ωpL = 5000 cm−1 (all fitting parameters are reported in Table 5.2 of SI).
The MIR band is a common feature of many transitional metal oxides including cuprate-
and iron-based superconductors, being related to electronic correlations. These usually
renormalize the Drude term (coherent charge excitations), transferring spectral weight
to an incoherent one at finite frequency (MIR band)296. In particular, the ω2

p/(ω
2
p +ω2

pL)
ratio provides an experimental estimate of the degree of electronic correlation of the
material297. While for weakly correlated metals, such as gold and silver, one obtains
ω2
p/(ω

2
p + ω2

pL) → 1, for Nd0.8Sr0.2NiO2 this ratio reaches a value of about 0.74. This
number can be compared to other correlated oxides like V2O3 (∼ 0.18) and cuprates
(0.2 - 0.4)295, identifying Nd0.8Sr0.2NiO2 as an intermediate correlated system.

At 20 K, above the superconducting transition, the fitting on the reflectance spectrum
(see 6.4a) provides similar results for the optical conductivity, with a 20% increase in the
Drude scattering time (see Fig. 6.4b), as expected for a coherent metallic transport. A
small spectral weight transfer from higher frequencies is also observed when comparing
the broadband conductivity at 300 and 20 K, that is a property commonly shown by
correlated materials. Indeed, a spectral weight conservation is achieved by integrating
the conductivity in this wide spectral range. With the scattering time value at 20
K (τ ∼ 1.7 × 10−14 s), it is possible to estimate whether the nickelate is in a clean
limit for superconductivity (}/τ � 2∆) or in the dirty one (}/τ ≈ 2∆). As an initial
assumption, we may take the 2∆ = 3.9 meV value as a reference for the superconductive
gap, as obtained by tunneling spectroscopy measurements278. By calculating the ratio
}/2∆ = 1.7× 10−13 s and comparing it with the scattering time τ , we obtain τ < }/2∆.
This result suggests that the material is in the dirty limit, granting the possibility to
extract the superconducting gap from optical measurements.

The scattering time τ can be also related to the critical temperature Tc of the
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superconductor through the well known relation }/τ ≈ 2kBTc, which is valid for cuprate
high temperature superconductors, both in the bulk289 and thin film limit298. This
relation finds its origin in the scaling factor for cuprates proposed by Homes et al.299,300

and supported by Tallon et al.301, in which the normal state conductivity is established
to be proportional to the product of the superfluid density with Tc. The result for the
nickelate film, however, strongly departs from this relationship. Indeed, }/τ is more
than one order of magnitude higher than 2kBTc: }/τ ∼ 38.7 meV � 2.2 meV ∼ 2kBTc.
Some of the physical phenomena suggested as origin to this scaling relation in cuprates301

are a marginal Fermi-liquid state, Josephson coupling between planes, the scattering of
impurities for a d-wave order parameter and even a BCS dirty limit superconductivity.
Thereby, an exact physical interpretation of these results seems unclear and it adds to
the list of differences between the nickelate and cuprate families.

6.2 Superconductive State Analysis

THz reflectance measurements of film and substrate have also been performed as a
function of temperature between 5 to 20 K, crossing for the film its superconductive
critical temperature at Tc ∼ 13 K and in the frequency range 15 to 50 cm−1 (all curves
at different T merge above this frequency). Figure 6.5a shows the STO reflectance in
this temperature and frequency range in a very expanded vertical scale. The increase in
the substrate reflectance at low frequencies is due to the STO soft mode. In contrast,
R(ω) of the film in the same temperature and frequency range (Fig. 6.5b) shows a larger
red shift suggesting a further effect induced by the superconducting transition.

To magnify this effect, the relative reflectance spectra ∆R/R is obtained dividing the
deviation from 20 K of the light intensity reflected by the film or STO at all temperatures
(IR(T )− IR(20K)) by the signal IR(20K) at the reference temperature T = 20 K (> Tc).
The results are shown in a 2D intensity-plot for STO and Nd0.8Sr0.2NiO2 film (Fig.
6.5c,d, respectively) as a function of both temperature and frequency. The 2D plots
clearly highlight the differences between the bare substrate and the film Terahertz
properties vs. T , supporting a different origin for the modification of the reflectance
spectra at the lowest temperatures.

To extract the superconducting gap and its temperature dependence, the film relative
reflectance ∆R/R = [R(T < Tc)−R(20 K)]/R(20 K) is fitted at various temperatures.
In the dirty limit of the electron transport, the fitting process can be worked out by
using the Mattis-Bardeen theory302. The choice of using the relative reflectance mea-
surements for the understanding of the superconducting transition is mainly justified by
to the high substrate absolute reflectance. Indeed, relative measurements grant a higher
sensitivity when comparing different temperatures, and the use of the Mattis-Bardeen
theory for the study of superconductive materials is well documented303–305. The real
σsc1 (ω) and imaginary σsc2 (ω) parts of the optical conductivity in the superconducting
state, normalized to those of the normal state σN (ω), take the form302
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Figure 6.5: Temperature dependent analysis of a Nd0.8Sr0.2NiO2/STO THz
reflectivity. a) Absolute THz reflectance of the STO substrate at different temperatures.
b) THz reflectance of the Nd0.8Sr0.2NiO2 film over substrate at different temperatures.
At frequencies (ω > 50 cm−1) the curves merge toward a common absolute value. c-d)
Contour plots of the relative THz reflectance for both the sample and bare substrate, as a
function of temperature (5 to 20 K) and frequency. Spectra were divided by measurement
at 20 K.
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where σN is mostly dominated by its real part at THz frequencies. For frequencies
}ω ≤ 2∆, the real part σsc1 is identically zero. E(p) and K(p′) are the elliptical integrals
of second and first kind, while the arguments p and p′ take the form

p = |2∆− }ω|/|2∆ + }ω|, p′ =
√

1− p2
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The best fit provides the value of the superconducting gap 2∆ whose behavior vs. T is
shown in Fig. 6.6a. Here, 2∆ opens at Tc in agreement with the resistivity measurements
of previous studies254,260 and rapidly increases for reducing T . The extrapolation of 2∆
at 0 K is possible by fitting the T-dependence through the following equation283,306

2∆(T ) = 2∆(0) tanh

(
k

√
Tc
T
− 1

)
(6.4)

where k is a coupling constant, Tc the critical temperature and 2∆(0) the superconducting
gap at 0 K. Notice that, an error bar of ∼20% on the final gap values can be estimated
from the analysis of the χ2 evolution as a function of the gap (as represented by the
gray shaded zone in Fig. 6.6a) Two options for the coupling constant values have been
considered: 2.2 (red-dashed line in Fig. 6.6a), and 1.7 (blue-dashed line in Fig. 6.6a),
which can be associated to a two-dimensional d -wave pairing mechanism and to a s-wave
coupling, respectively307. Using k = 2.2, the extrapolation at 0 K gives 2∆(0) of 3.18
meV, while for k = 1.7 a slightly higher value of 3.42 meV is obtained. If instead the
value of Tc ∼ 13 K is fixed in Eq. 6.4 performing the fit, the values k = 1.78± 0.19 and
2∆(0) = 3.31± 0.14 meV are obtained. Both values are, nonetheless, in agreement with
the high-energy gap as obtained from tunneling measurements278. However, due to the
strong contribution of the substrate to the reflectance measurements, the uncertainty of
the superconducting gap extrapolation is too high to distinguish between the different
coupling mechanisms (s-wave, d-wave or multigap superconductivity) proposed for
nickelates276,277.

Another fundamental quantity characterizing the superconducting state is the London
penetration depth λL. This quantity can be estimated from the Ferrel-Glover-Thinkam
Rule308, describing the partial transfer of the Drude spectral weight to the superconduct-
ing condensate. This shift is schematically reported in Fig. 6.6b. The London frequency
ωL (expressed in cm−1) can be calculated by the following equation309

ω2
L =

Z0

π

∫ ωc

0
[σN (ω′)− σsc1 (ω′)]dω′ (6.5)

where the integral, i.e., the SW difference between the SC and normal state, converges
when performed up to a frequency cutoff ωc ' 500 cm−1, containing the whole Drude
spectral weight difference and falling in the measured spectral range. From ωL, it is
possible to calculate the penetration depth λL = 1/2πωL

309. The optical value for the
penetration depth estimation at low temperature, λL(5 K) ' 490 nm, is in agreement
with results obtained with other techniques276,310.

From a theoretical point of view, Bernardini et at.311 reported a Density Func-
tional Theory (DFT) calculation suggesting that electronic anisotropy is very high in
Nd0.8Sr0.2NiO2. The predicted values for λL range from 57 to 290 nm depending on the
crystallographic direction and the state intercepting the Fermi level (hole or electron
pocket). The largest value of λL for the β′ electron pocket (∼ 290 nm) is in reasonable
agreement with the London penetration depth value determined in this study (∼ 490
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Figure 6.6: Superconducting gap of Nd0.8Sr0.2NiO2 film. a) Superconducting
gap value (black diamond) as function of temperature. The gray shaded area corresponds
to the uncertainty range extracted from the fitting process, considering a 10% error over
the χ2 minimization. The experimental data can be described by Eq. 6.4, where the
coupling constants k = 2.2 (red-dashed line) corresponds to a 2D d-pairing while k = 1.7
(blue-dashed line) corresponds to an s-wave pairing. b) THz plot of the superconductive
and normal state optical conductivity of a Nd0.8Sr0.2NiO2 film, as extracted by the
Mattis-Bardeen algorithm at 5 K and a Kramers-Kronig constrained fit of the 20 K
absolute reflectance, respectively. The grey area highlights the spectral weight difference
that is transferred to zero frequency by the Cooper pairs condensation.

nm). As in the β′ participates the Nd-4f state, this suggests a multigap nature of the
pairing mechanism in Nd0.8Sr0.2NiO2. The discrepancy between the theoretical and the
experimental value, however, may come from the ideal bulk material and the absence of
the correlations used in the simulation.

6.3 Conclusions

The results reported in this chapter highlight the low-energy electrodynamics of the novel
nickelate Nd0.8Sr0.2NiO2 thin film in its normal and superconducting phase. In analogy
with most High-Tc cuprates, the normal-state electrodynamics of Nd0.8Sr0.2NiO2 can be
described by the Drude model characterized by a scattering time τ ∼ 1.7× 10−14 s and
a plasma frequency ωp ' 8500 cm−1 in combination with an Mid-IR absorption band at
about ω0 = 4000 cm−1 with an amplitude of ωpL = 5000 cm−1. The ω2

p/(ω
2
p+ω2

pL) = 0.74

ratio can be used to estimate the degree of electronic correlation in Nd0.8Sr0.2NiO2
297,

setting the nickelate infinity layer family in an intermediate level of correlation, well
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above the strong correlation values (0.2 - 0.4) corresponding to cuprates295. Moreover,
the scaling law (}/τ ∼ 2kBTc) valid for High-Tc cuprates289 is not satisfied by the
Nd0.8Sr0.2NiO2 superconductor (}/τ ∼ 38.7 meV � 2.2 meV ∼ 2kBTc). This indicates
a further difference among charge fluctuations in the CuO2 and NiO2 planes. Below
Tc, the superconducting gap is extracted from the Terahertz optical data through the
Mattis-Bardeen model. The zero temperature vale, 2∆ ∼ 3.2 meV, is in accordance with
tunnelling spectroscopy measurements, suggesting a dirty-limit type-II superconductivity
in Nd0.8Sr0.2NiO2, together with the extracted London penetration depth at 5 K of
nearly 490 nm.
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Conclusions

The aim of this doctoral thesis is to explore the multiple ways in which light can be
used to sample the complex dynamics of charge carriers and vibrational lattice modes
in quantum materials, with the final goal to understand the relationship among the
different degrees of freedom, and the low energy modes emerging from these correlations
and/or the topological features of the band structure. In particular, three different
spectroscopic techniques have been used: FTIR spectroscopy, performed through a
Michaelson interferometre spanning frequencies from THz to Vis, THz time domain
spectroscopy, used both to sample the low energy electrodynamics and to induce nonlinear
effects by sending THz pulses with a high electric field (up to MV/cm), and optical
pump-THz probe, with the use of high fluence optical pulses ranging in wavelength from
2000 to 400 nm. The results shown in this thesis highlight the power of these tools for the
characterization of novel quantum materials. In particular, the study of the light-matter
interaction at low frequencies (THz and IR) is used to resolve the quantum emergent
phenomena that appear in the materials here researched, Co2MnGa, MnBi2Te4, CrI3

and Nd0.8Sr0.2NiO2. The former two, being respectively a topological semimetal and
insulator, host a mixed carrier dynamics to which both topological trivial and non-trivial
electrons contribute.

For Co2MnGa (Chapter §3), its study in a thin film geometry with variable thick-
ness highlights an evolution in both the trivial and topological features. In particular,
frequency-resolved spectroscopy suggests variable responses both for the intraband and
interband excitations, while time-dependent ones expose a subtle electron-lattice correla-
tion, with the formation of polaron quasiparticles, and photocurrents generation, both
taking place at a sub-ps scale. The study of the THz emitted by the photocurrents reveals
the presence of two microscopic mechanisms of different origin: a photon-drag mecha-
nism of non-topological nature, originating from the bulk of Co2MnGa and providing a
spectral range up to 3 THz, and a surface topological photo-galvanic mechanism mainly
responsible for a sub-THz emission. Both the polarons and photocurrents formation
give major insights into the photocarriers dynamics in a novel nodal line semimetal
like Co2MnGa, where the study of the low energy dynamics has implications in the
development of novel topological-based opto-electronic devices.

The frequency- and temperature-resolved study of the novel intrinsic magnetic
topological insulator MnBi2Te4, in Chapter §4, calls attention to the thickness evolution
of the Dirac surface states contributing to the low energy (THz) conductivity. When the
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thickness is reduced below 20 nm, the film conductivity appears to be dominated the
Dirac electrons of the surface states. This behavior is further proved when crossing the
Néel critical temperature at nearly 24 K and entering the magnetically time-reversal
broken state. Here, the evolution of the spectral weight suggests the opening of a gap at
the Dirac node, of the order of 80 meV, thus underlining the high quality of MnBi2Te4

thin films as a material hosting the novel magnetic topological insulator phase, whose
search is highly longed for due to its anomalous magneto-optical properties and possible
implementations as heterostructure layers.

The spectroscopic characterization of layered ferromagnets, like CrI3 in Chapter §5,
reveals many important details about the interplay between different degrees freedom
in correlated materials. The study of the optical band-gap evolution with temperature
underlines a strong electron-phonon coupling and a stark influence of the magnetic
order to the band structure. By studying the far-IR/THz absorption spectrum, several
phonon peaks are observed among some magnetic-sensitive peaks that could be the
first experimental evidence that these lowest-frequency absorptive terms exhibit strong
spin-phonon coupling. Moreover, the study of the IR phonons reveal significant modes
softening and line-width changes with varying temperature, suggesting strong anharmonic
processes between the lattice vibrations, giving also rise to a broad absorptive term in
the optical data. Indeed, these spectroscopic measurements reveal the complex scenario
of van der Waals layered magnets, where strong correlations between charge, lattice and
magnetic degrees of freedom take place, and elevate these materials as hosting candidates
for novel quantum phases and phenomena.

Finally, the optical properties of the high-temperature superconductor Nd0.8Sr0.2NiO2,
shown in Chapter §6, highlight a low conductivity and a dirty limit behavior in the normal
state, revealing electrodynamical differences between the families of complex materials
like nickelates and cuprates. The highly precise relative reflectance measurements further
grant an insight into the superconductive phase, from which it is possible to extract the
superconductive gap evolution with temperature and the London penetration depth,
both in accordance with the most recent results on the same material. Given the thin
film constraint (10 nm), it is not possible to shine light on the gap symmetry through the
low energy spectroscopic data. However, these results permit to have a solid foundation
on the normal state properties and the magnitude of the gap at zero Kelvin.

All the results explored in this thesis point out how the meeting between light and
complex matter can open a path toward the discovery and understanding of emergent
phases and phenomena. These, together with the possibility of new optical and electronics
technological functionalities, contribute to fundamental and general physics yet to be
explored from optics and condensed matter.
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Appendix
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Appendix A

Berriology

The Berry phase concept is the simplest demonstration of how geometry and topology
can emerge from quantum mechanics. It takes its name from a very influential paper
by Michael Berry, circulated in 1983 although published in 1984312. Berriology is now
used as a synonymous for geometry in non-relativistic quantum mechanics. Topological
(quantized) invariants are defined via geometrical ones, but many of them (notably the
Berry phase) are purely geometrical.

The founding concept of geometry is distance. Let |ψ1〉 and |ψ2〉 be two quantum
states in the same Hilbert space: we adopt for their distance an appropriately modified
form of the Bures distance313:

D2
12 = − ln |〈ψ1|ψ2〉|2

The states are defined up to an arbitrary phase factor, and fixing it means a gauge choice.
The distance is clearly gauge-invariant and real, while the two states are complex and
not separately gauge invariant. The imaginary part meaning of each of the two terms
can be written as

−= ln〈ψ1|ψ2〉 = ϕ12, ϕ12 = −ϕ21

Besides distance, an additional geometrical concept is needed: the connection. This fixes
the relative phases between two states in the Hilbert space. The connection is arbitrary
and cannot have any physical meaning by itself. Nonetheless, after the 1984 paper by
Berry, several physical observables are expressed in terms of the connection and related
quantities314.

A.1 Berry Phase

Suppose to have a general Hamiltonian which depends upon two different kinds of
variables H(xa;λi). The xa are the degrees of freedom of the system, meanings the
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things that evolve dynamically, the ones that we want to solve in any problem. In contrast,
the other variables λi are the parameters of the Hamiltonian, which are fixed values
determined by some external apparatus. We don’t usually exhibit the dependence of H
from them. We now place the system in an energy eigenstate |ψ〉 (the ground state for
simplicity) and we assume it to be unique. By varying very slowly the parameters λ, the
Hamiltonian changes, and so does the state |ψ(λ(t))〉. However, a theorem in quantum
mechanics, known as adiabatic theorem, states that, under the considerations done
above, the system will cling to that energy eigenstate. This theorem does not consider
the possibility of level crossing with varying parameters, indeed these events are rare in
quantum mechanics315.

The idea of the Berry phase arises if we reach again the initial parameters configura-
tion, doing a loop in the Hamiltonian space. Thus the final state must coincide with the
initial one, with the only exception of a phase uncertainty

|ψ〉 → eiγ |ψ〉

We often think of the phase as unphysical, but this is not the case due to the fact that
this can be a phase difference. For example, we could have started with two states and
taken only one of them on this journey while leaving the other unchanged. A subsequent
interference between them would highlight the acquired phase. This element will be
composed of two contributions: a common dynamical phase e−iEt/}, and a geometrical
one, which is the mentioned Berry phase.

A.1.1 Construction of the Geometric Phase

The concept of ‘geometric phase’ made its first appearance in 1956 in a paper written
by the young Indian physicist S. Pancharatnam316, which at the time went largely
unnoticed in the Western world. The ideas behind it can be applied with basically no
change to the phases of the quantum states of any physical system. The essential feature
of Pancharatnam’s work is that of considering discrete phase changes, at variance with
the more recent works, where continuous phase changes are usually addressed.

The state vectors |ψ(λ(t))〉 are all supposed to reside in the same Hilbert space, mean-
ing that the wave functions are supposed to obey λ-independent boundary conditions.
At t = 0 we are sure to be in a non-degenerate ground state, and the degeneracy property
is maintained at every time. The most natural way of defining a phase difference is

e−i∆ϕ12 =
〈ψ(λ1)|ψ(λ2)〉
|〈ψ(λ1)|ψ(λ2)〉|

However, in this way ∆ϕ12 will be unphysical, in fact we can always change in an
arbitrary way the phase (gauge) of one of the states. This same problem remains
between the initial and final state of a discrete path in the Hamiltonian space, and only
by closing it into a loop we can make the phase difference to be gauge-invariant, i.e.,
physical.
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Since the phase acquired at every step (with the exception of a gauge change) is
characterised by the present and antecedent λ configuration, it seems obvious that the
phase at the end of the loop, γ = ∆ϕ12 + ∆ϕ23 + ∆ϕ34 + ∆ϕ41, will depend on the
chosen path. Moreover, due to the cancellation in pairs of any gauge-arbitrary phase,
the overall phase γ will be a gauge-invariant quantity.

Figure A.1: A closed path joining four states in λ-space.

Switching to a continuous formalism, if we assume that the gauge is chosen such that
the phase varies in a differentiable way along the path, then we get to leading order in ∆λ

−i∆ϕ ' 〈ψ(λ)|∇λψ(λ)〉 ·∆λ

with λ a vector of general dimension. In the limiting case of a set of points which
becomes dense on the continuous path, the total phase difference γ will converge to a
circuit integral:

γ =

M∑
s=1

∆ϕs,s+1 →
∮
C
dϕ = i

∮
C
〈ψ(λ)|∇λψ(λ)〉 · dλ = −

∮
C
A(λ) · dλ (A.1)

where the quantity A, known as Berry connection, has been introduced. This is defined
up to a gauge transformation, in fact it will depend upon the gauge used to make the
phase change differentiable. We could have also used a different general form

|ψ′(λ)〉 = eiω(λ)|ψ(λ)〉 → A′(λ) = A(λ) +∇λω

Following the analogy with the gauge theory of electromagnetism, we might expect to
find the physical information in the curvature of the connection

Fij(λ) =
∂Ai
∂λj
− ∂Aj
∂λi

= −=〈 ∂ψ
∂λi
| ∂ψ
∂λj
〉 − (i↔ j) (A.2)
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such that from the Stokes theorem

γ = −
∫
S
FijdSij

where S is a two dimensional surface in the parameter space bounded by the path C.
The Berry connection and curvature are also spelled out as gauge potential and gauge
field. One being gauge-dependent and the other gauge-invariant.

The Berry phase will be identified with an observable quantity which cannot be
expressed in terms of any Hermitian operator. This strangeness is due to the fact that
an isolated system cannot show a parametric dependence, hence a Berry phase. Its
appearance is the consequence of an underlying interaction of the system with an external
environment, and its nature is just a trade-off to highlight some observable effects not
included in the initial treatment of the incomplete Hamiltonian317.

A.1.2 Parallel-Transport Gauge

The main ingredients in Berryology are the λ−derivatives of the ground state |∇λψ0(λ)〉.
To lowest order we have

|ψ0(λ+ ∆λ)〉 ' e−iϕ(λ)

(
|ψ0(λ)〉+

∑
n>0

|ψn(λ)〉 〈ψn|∆H|ψ0〉
E0(λ)− En(λ)

)
(A.3)

where ∆H = H(λ+ ∆λ)−H(λ). The overall phase factor is generally omitted: this cor-
responds to a specific gauge, called the parallel-transport gauge 317. The name indicates
that the first order change in the ground state is chosen to be orthogonal to the state it-
self. Assuming that ϕ(λ) is a differentiable function, the most general Berry connection is

A(λ) = i〈ψ0(λ)|∇λψ0〉 = ∇λϕ(λ)

which shows that the arbitrary connection fixes the phase relationship between infinitesi-
mally close state vectors. Thus, within the parallel-transport gauge, the Berry connection
is everywhere vanishing. This gauge can be enforced locally at any point λ, but not
globally on a closed path C if the Berry phase γ for that path in non-zero.

A.1.3 Chern Number

If we now take a three dimensional parameter space, we can generalize the S surface,
which is enclosed in the path to compute the Berry phase, to a closed sphere S2. If we
develop the flux integral of the curvature over this surface, this will remain meaningful,
and the key result is that such an integral is quantized. If we divide it by 2π, we would
get an integer value called Chern number of first class
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Z 3 C1 =
1

2π

∫
S2

FijdSij (A.4)

The proof of such a statement is obtained through the Gauss-Bonnet-Chern theorem.
This proves the Chern number to be a robust topological invariant of the wavefunction,
and is at the origin of observable effects318.

For the case where the parameter λ is a momentum, as in a periodic crystal, a non
vanishing Chern number can only occur in absence of time-reversal symmetry. This is
easily seen by the fact that the momentum changes sign, and also does the curvature,
making it odd314. In the case of reflection symmetry, instead, the condition is for
the curvature to be even. If both the symmetries are present, then the curvature is
everywhere vanishing, and the Berry phase can be only 0 or π.

A nonzero Chern number can be seen as a failure of Stokes theorem. In fact, the
curvature is defined as the curl of the Berry connection, and, since the BZ is a torus
without boundaries, a flux integral of the connection would give a zero result. This
dilemma is solved by supposing the presence of a singularity (monopole) for the Berry
connection inside the BZ. Any Chern number dependent topological property, like Hall
conductance, is directly associated to the presence of such a monopole.
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Thin films Parameters Extraction

When dealing with the propagation of light across a stack of different materials, like a
thin film over substrate, it is useful to treat the light propagation as a plane wave in the
Fourier space, which reflection and transmission are defined by the Fresnel relations. If
a plane wave, E(ω), impinges on a thin films over substrate at normal incidence, the
transmitted field will be

ET (ω) = η · tair,film · pfilm(ω, d) · tfilm,sub · psub(ω,L) · tsub,air · FP (ω) · E(ω)

where η is the transmission coefficient of free air, d and L are the film and substrate
thickness, ta,b = 2ña

ña+ñb
is the transmission coefficient from medium a to medium b,

ra,b = ± ñb−ña
ña+ñb

is the reflection coefficient (respectively for p and s polarizations),
pa(ω,L) = exp [−iñaωL/c] is the attenuation factor in medium a over distance L, and
FP (ω) describes an etalon dampening inside the material given by the Fabry-Perot
multiple reflection at interfaces. Comparing this with a wave traveling the same distance
in air, we obtain a transfer function H(ω) as

H(ω) =
ET (ω)

Eair(ω)
=

2

ñfilm + 1

2ñfilm
ñfilm + ñsub

2ñsub
ñsub + 1

×

× exp

[
−i(ñfilm − 1)

ωd

c

]
· exp

[
−i(ñsub − 1)

ωL

c

]
· FP (ω)

The Fabry-Perot terms appear in the transmittance and reflectance measurements as a
coherent oscillation as a function of frequency or as an incoherent broadband contribution
to the optical response. In most cases these features can be neglected and the FP (ω)
term can be removed from the equation. The film optical indices can thus be extracted
once the complete frequency-dependent knowledge of the substrate indices is achieved.
This means that an identical substrate to the one used to support the film must be
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measured independently. The substrate optical indices extrapolation process is performed
through a Kramers-Kronig constrained fit of both the reflectance and transmittance
of the bare substrate. Once the substrate optical response is known, it is possible to
reproduce the reflectance and transmittance of the entire stack by introducing a model
for the film optical response, whose parameters are used as variables for a best fitting
procedure.

Indeed, a similar propagation equation can be obtained also for the reflectance
geometry. The complex reflectivity ρ of a film over substrate at normal incidence can be
calculated explicitly in terms of the frequency-dependent complex Fresnel coefficients
ra,b at the mediums interface, and the film thickness d. For a stacking of multiple layers
at normal incidence, such as the air/film/substrate trilayer, the reflectivity equation is
given by319,320

ρ =
rair,film + rfilm,sub exp(−2iδ)

1 + rair,filmrfilm,sub exp(−2iδ)
(B.1)

where δ = 2πñfilmνd (ν in wavenumbers) and the multiple reflections inside the film are
taken into account. The reflection coming from the substrate/air interface is considered
negligible. The intensity reflectance can be obtained by taking the absolute value of the
complex reflectivity. For the samples studied in this thesis, all the steps required to fit
the reflectance and transmittance measurements have been automatized with the aid of
the RefFIT software118.

B.1 Thin Film Approximation

The thin film approximation is a limit where the wavelength and the skin depth are much
larger than the thickness of the sample, and the THz field can be regarded as uniform.
For materials with a large dielectric constant such as ferroelectrics or metals, the optical
thickness (dopt = n×d) could be comparable to the THz wavelength even for nanometric
films, and thus classical THz-TDS in transmission can be used to characterise them49.
The film separates two media, 1 and 2, in which the fields have to satisfy the boundary
conditions:

n× (H1 −H2) =

∫ ∞
0

Jdz ≡ JS ; n× (E1 −E2) = 0

where n is the surface normal vector and JS is the surface current in the thin film. We
distinguish s and p polarization, respectively

s :

{
(Hi −Hr) cos θ1 −Ht cos θ2 = JS

Ei + Er = Et
p :

{
Hi +Hr −Ht = JS

(Ei − Er) cos θ1 − Et cos θ2 = 0

with i, r and t, symbols for incident, reflected and transmitted light, while θ1 and θ2

angles for the reflected and refracted plane wave. The ratio of magnetic and electric
fields in the two media is named admittance Y =

√
ε/µ (Y0 = (377 Ω)−1). From Snell’s
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law we can write the the condition for a plane-wave electric field as

ki · r = kr · r = kt · r

and the fields as

Ei = eiki·r, Er = rs/pe
ikr·r, Et = ts/pe

ikt·r

Hi = Y1e
iki·r, Hr = Y1rs/pe

ikr·r, Ht = Y2ts/pe
ikt·r

Substituting inside the s and p polarization boundary equations, we obtain a form of
the coefficients through the effective admittances Y± = Y1 cos θ1 ± Y2 cos θ2, such that

rs =
Er
Ei

=
Y− − σS
Y+ + σS

; ts =
Et
Ei

=
2Y1

Y+ + σS
cos θ1

rp =
Y2 cos θ1 − Y1 cos θ2 + σS cos θ2

Y1 cos θ2 + Y2 cos θ1 + σS cos θ2
; tp =

2Y1 cos θ1

Y1 cos θ2 + Y2 cos θ1 + σS cos θ2

where the current has been written using the conductance σS : JS = σS(Ei +Er). These
results converge, under σS = 0, to the classical Fresnel relations for an insulating surface.

If we now consider a thin metallic film grown on an insulating substrate, we can
write the transfer function for normal incidence as

H =
4ñie

−iñiωL/c

(1 + ñi)(1 + ñi + σSZ)

∞∑
k=0

{(
ñi − 1

ñi + 1

)(
ñi − 1− σSZ
ñi + 1 + σSZ

)
e−i2ñiωL/c

}k
(B.2)

where L and ñi are the insulator thickness and index of refraction, while the sum over k
describes a Fabry-Perot contribution. The surface conductivity will be the term of the
total matrix associated to the incident electric field direction, thus it will be sensible to
polarization variations.
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